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General Outline for a Proposed ~hjor in 
DANCE 
State University College at Brockport 
February 1967 
I' 
INTRODUCTION 
Dance along Yith crt, music, and theatre is now beginning to assune its 
proper place in the sarious academic curriculun. Therefore the following 
proposal for a newmo.jor in dance is designed to provide a sound academic 
discipline for undergraduates and eventually graduates in the following 
programs: 
1. Liberal Arts students who wish to pursue careers in the teaching of 
da1:ce in el t:raentary or secondary schools, colleges, universities or 
community agencies. 
2. Liberal Arts students who wish t o broaden and enhance their general 
education to include a concentration in the dance as an art medium. 
3. Prospective elementary and secondary school majors who ~1sh to develop 
a greater understanding and appreciation of this creative art form. 
4. Prospective theatre Dajors who will •e able ~o strengthen and enhance 
their perfor:~;':ince and understanding of s~c.1ge novenen~ and new thea'\re 
da:nc0. 
5. Physical Education majors who wish to suppler'len~ their dance •ack-
grounds with Jacre concentration in dance so as to be able to qualify 
to teact special dance courses in public and private schools, colleges 
and universities where very great shortages exist at the present time. 
•· Students who are majoring in other non-related disciplines who wish 
to understand, value and experience the dance as an aesthetic art 
nodiur.1. 
• 
·The M:ljor in Danco is • a.sGd upon an dghtG..1n (18) hour foundation in 
basic dCJ.nce courses. 
The individual student with faculty advisement then plans a program 
suited to his own interests and needs. These may be depth studies in one 
of the following areas: 
1. Modern Forns 
2. Social and Ethnic Forms 
]. Theatre Dunce 
4• Dance in Rucreation 
5. Dance in Rehabilitation 
6. Dance in Educution 
7. History and Philosophy 
The student who plans to teach dance will ~e advised to elect pertinent 
courses in other disciplines as Anatomy; Kinesiology or Physiology of Muscular 
Exercise; Psychology; Aesthetj,cs, etc. 
DANCE MAJOR 
30 Semester Hours 
~equired Courses 
DNS , I History and Theory of Dance 3 hours 
-DNS 204 I Dance I 3 hours DNS 205 Dance II 3 hours 
DNS 207 Elements of Notation 3 hours 
DNS - 3· I Music Resources for Dance 3 hours 
DNS 399 or 49'9 Independent Study 1- 3 hours 
DNS 400 Dance Production and Workshop 3 hours 
Total 19-21 hours 
Free Electives 
The remaining twelve (12) hours are to be selected under advisement 
from the following: . (at l east 6 hours must be in upper division courses) 
DNS 161 Modern Jazz and Tap 3 hours 
DNS 233 Introduction to Ba~let 3 hours 
DNS 234 Social Forms 3 hours 
DNS 281 Theory and Practice of Dance 
in Recreation 3 hours 
DNS 282 Children's Dance Theatre 3 hours 
DNS 311 Pageantry and Dance in C&:lps 3 hours 
DNS 312 Historical Dance Forms and Back-
grounds of American Theatre Dance 3 hours 
DNS 321 Intermediate Dance Notation 3 hours 
DNS 331 Survey of Ethnic Dance 3 hours 
DNS 333 or 433 Intermediate Ballet 3 hours 
DNS 351 Eurythmics 3 hours 
DNS 381 Dance Methods and Materials for 
Teaching 3 hours 
DNS 399 or 499 Independent Study in Dance 1--3 hours 
~NS 414 ~Dance III 3 hours NS 411 Choreography for the Theatre 3 hours 
NS 418 Survey of Dance 3 hours 
DNS 421 Advanced Dance Notation 3 hours 
DNS 451 Accompaniment for Dance 3 hours 
DNS 482 Dance in Rehabilitation 3 hours 
/~ ( 
I 1 
DANCE FACILITIES 
At the present time there is one completely equipped (mirrors and bars) 
dance studio situated in the Physical Education Building. This studio has 
a folding door which can divide it into two (2) parts. The gymnasium can 
also be divided into tv10 ( 2) parts. One of these smaller gymnasiums can be 
available for dance classes as well as the classrooms, body mechanics room, 
and the exercise research laboratory. Adjoining the dance studio is an 
office and dance storage room. Two dance staff members share another office. 
The accompanist will shar~ a third office next semester. 
The Fine Arts building currently under construction has no provisions 
for dance facilities. It is very possible that in the addition that is 
being contemplated, these \·lill be included. However, in the o.ddition to the 
Physical Education building, planned for completion by about 1970, space is 
provided for t'lvo (2) very lD.rge studios or one (l) large and t-vro (2) smaller 
studios. Along with these there is ample storage space for equipment and 
costumes etc. as well as office and classroom space. 
If plans go through for the Cr~ative Arts Center being proposed for 
the Fe..ncher campus, an adeqttate dance facility is planned for that center. 
This should be ready vri thin the yec.r. 
Currently there are three (3) piru1os, record players, sound equipment, 
tape recorders and adequate recordings . Other needed movable equipment is 
available from the A.V. center. 
DEPARTli1ENT FACULTY 
The faculty of the Dance Department currently consists of two members. 
They are: 
RoseL. Strasser, associate professor. B.D., M.D. University of Michigan: 
46 hours addi tiom1l study beyond the masters~ N.Y. U. , Syracuse. U of R. , 
U. :of Buffalo, UCLA 
Specific courses in Dance and Related Activities: 
Bennington School of Dance; Dance in Secondary Education (UCLA); 
Dance in Higher Edu~ation (N.Y.U.); Conn. School of Dance: Dance 
and Music workshop- Univ. School of U. of R. ; Guest artists 
classes at YWCA, YMWHA; New Hampshire and Maine Folk Dance Camps, 
Year End Camp plus numerous workshops, Master Dance and private 
studio classes with dance artists. 
36 y~ars full time t8aching experience (22 full time dance) 
Taught numerous workshops, raaster Classes and clinics throughout state 
and eastern U.S. 
Three publications. 
Irma Topper, instructor. B.A. Wayne State University, 
State approved teaching certificate - Doris Reichmann's Schule, Hanover, 
Germany for Rhythmic Gymnastics. 
Studied dance at Conn. College School of Dance and in studios and many 
workshops with major dance artists. Maine and New Hampshire Dance 
Camps. 
Has started Master's Program in humanities 
Teaching Experience: 
Seven and one half (7 1/2) years t eaching Dance on various levels 
{Country Day School , YWCA, Community Centers, High School, Summer 
Camp, Conn, College School of Dance ~ Brockport State). 
Performing Experienc 2: 
Six (6) years as choreographer and dancer -with the Wayne State 
State University, Dance \.Jorkshop. 
Member Dcnce Along Company, Detroit 
One half (1/2) year assisting danc e program on Education TV in 
Detroit. 
Choreographer and member of Rochester Do.nce Theatre 
Served as choreographer and teacher at many dance demonstrations, 
clinics and workshops. 
vi. Leonard Taffs, assistant professor: composer, teacher, accompanist 
H. A. Bennington College, Lie. Nis. , Acadia Univ., Nova Scotia 
Teaching Experience: 
Composer, uccompdnist, teacher: New York Univ. Colorado College, 
Bennett College, Brooklyn College, Bennington College, Vermont 
Conservatory of Music. 
Performance Skills: 
Pianist, Dance Accompanist; composer~ vocal accompanist, organist, 
conductor and choral director. 
Professional activities: 
Pianist: Solo piano r ecitals, vocal recitals, choral society 
accompanist. Piano teacher 16 years. 
Dance accompanist: Leading Modern Dance Studios in New York City, 
Conn. College School of Dance, Colorado College 
Composer: Piano and organ pieces, choral compositions, dance 
music 
Conductor: Founded Vermont Oratorio Society, Bennington Choir 
Festival; Jan Hus Chorus (N.Y.) 
Member: Am. Guild of organists, .Am. Assoc. of Choral Conductors, 
Bd. of Directors, Comm. Concerts, Burlington, Vt., and Hi-Tor 
Opera Association, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
Awards, Scholarships ,, Acadia Uni v. 
Graduate Teach. Fellowship , Bennington, Vt. 
Publications : Book in progress qMusic for Dancers n 
Manuscripts of choral and piano music 
Francia R. McClellan, instructor: B.S" Julliard School of Music and Dance 
Teacher's C8rtificate in Labanotation. 
3 years teaching , choreographing and directing experience. 
Specialist in Ballet , Labanotation 
Performed in Mercury Bal let, Eastman Opera Co., Music Theatre of 
Rochester, Boston Conservatory of Music , Anna Sokolo'l-r Dance 
Comapny:~ University of Southern California Dance Company 
One additional Staff person in Januar~y 1967. 
A specialist in Ethnic, Folk and Social Forms . 
The following positions are to be filled for the Fall of September 1967. 
1. artist teacher - male 
2. accompanist ~~11 time 
This will be a total of 5 teaching staff and 2 accompanists. One 
accompanist is qualified to teach courses in music for Dance. 
LIBRARY HOLDINGS Ii.'J D,.J~CE 
Books Available in Drake Memoria l Library 
Acquisitions in Ballet 
Acquisitions in Basic Rhythms and l1ovement 
Fundanentals 
Acquisitions in Biography 
Acquisitions in Children's Dance 
Acquisitions in Ethnic Dance 
Acquisitions in Folk Dance 
Acquisitions in Square Dance 
Acquisitions in Social Dance 
Acquisitions in History and Philosophy 
Acquisitions in Modern Dance 
Acquisitions in Theatre Dance 
Acquisitions under general areas 
Books in process or ordered 
Total 
17 
26 
14 
49 
45 
24 
16 
19 
20 
15 
12 
29 
65 
351 
PERIODIC.i1LS ll.V.~ .. ILABLZ I~ DR.-.KE HEIItORIAL LIBRi1RY 
.Araeric:m ..:~tist - Microfiln Vol. 25 1961 -- d~1to. 
1L1eric;1n .Gducu.t or - Vol. 1 No. 1 D<.; C. J an . 1964-65 -- do.te 
~rican Fhysic:i.l Uiuc:-:.tinn Review - Vol. 1 No . 1 Jan. 1966 -- date. 
Arts ~~nd , ~,cti vi tios - Vel. 38 Nc . 1 Sept. 1955 -- dnte. 
Buck St~go - Vol. 7 No. 1 Jan. 1966 -- da te. 
Ballrc·o::l .I:t;.nc.:; M·-..r;p .zino - V01. 2 No . 1 Jr~n. 1961 -- dP-te. 
Citnndian .-is .:; , _  ·c.i."lti cn r f Her1lth , Fhysic:11 Educati on ~nd Rocrou.tif n Journal -
Vol. 32 No. 2 »ec. 1965 -- dut o . 
Dance MO.gazine - Vol. 24 Nc . 1 Jan. 1950 -- da te. 
Dnnce Observer - Vel. 16 No. 6 June 1949 -- Vol. el No. 1 Jan. 1964. 
D:,ncv P..;r-spoctiV0S - No. 5 Wint;;;;r 1960 -- dnte. 
j ance Sccpe - Vel. 2 No. 1 F~ll 1965 -- dnte. 
Inpulse - Annu.:1l of Contenpcr :~ry Dane.:: - 1951 - 196C.. 
Thd Instruct.-•r - :ttiicrofiln Vol. 59 1949 -- d~te. 
JOlu~n:J.l cf H.:;.~ lth, Physic·::.l Edilc,:.tion ·md Rocre2ticn- Vol. 1 No. l, 
J -1.n. 1930 -- d.1t0; Hicrd'il?;; - Vel. 22 1951 -- d :. t o . 
l>fusic Educ~.tcrs J curL".l - Vol. 29 Nc . 1 St)pt. 1942 -- d:1t e . 
H.usic J uurn.:l1 - Vel. 14 Nc . l J:.r ... 1956 -- d[,t:._. 
New Ycr k 3t"· tt; J curn: .. l of He:.lth, Fhysicnl E.duc:1tic.n <'lnd Re crea tion -Vol. 11 
No. 1 Fnll 1958 -- dJ. t e . 
Physical Educator - Vol. 1 Oct. 1940 -- date. 
Tho :Physic::.l Educ'lti r n Nowslottor - Vol. 5 No. 1 Sept. 12, 1960 -- date . 
Recre<J.ticn - Vc·l. 30 No. 1 J;::n. 193C. - Vol. 58 No. 10 Dec. 1965. 
Saturd~y R~view - Vol. 35 Nc . 1 J~n. 1952 -- dnt~ ~ Microfiln; Vol. 14, 1936 
Vol. 34, 1951 ~W.so bound. 
Tho~tre krts - Vol. 16 No. 1 Jun. 1966 -- da te. 
World Th-.-o.tro - Vc·l. S No. 3 Autumn 1959 -- date. 
l 
CATALOGlf~ D~SCRIPTIONS 
~ 
DNS HISTORY AND THEORY OF DANCE 
History and Jevelopn\.:!nt of dunce as a cultural 1:1ediu.":l from primitive tines to 
the present; understanding of tht:J function of· dance; studies of th.:l theories of 
raovenEmt of loading dancers from the btlginning of theatrical dance to nodern tines. 
(Dance experience: not required.) 3 scnester hours 
1--14 DNS 121 - DNS 1'212 INTEGRATION OF THE ARTS 
An vxanination of cot~on and distinctive principles and purposes a~ong the 
creative arts; e~phasis on individ~l involvenent wlth each urt forn on the in-
dividu:..tl's own l0vcl; relationships of the arts in tarns of •asic l0arning and 
intt:Jlloctml analysis; devol opnont of the individuc.l's response to aesthetic 
qu.:.,li ties of enviror-.. :ldrt. 3-3 senester hours 
DNS 151 N.USIC FOR DiiNCE 
A study of the correlation »etween rhytru:1 and dynamics of aody novenent and 
rhyth."l and dynanics ln ;.Tu.sic; aasic clc:;:-~ents of rhythr.:ic notation explored with 
emphasis on pr.ra.ea structure; •asic :msl.cul techniqu8s in providing pvrcussion 
acco;:1pani.r.1ent for dt.A.nc~ novemmt; dn::.clysis oi' si;,.plt::l r.msical forms; introduction 
to r:lUsic resources for dunce. 3 senester hours 
DNS 1•1 MODERN JAZZ fu1D TAP 
;..-t-vl 'IJ Theories, techniques and skill development in .r.1odern jazz, new theatre, and 
tap dance. 
.3 senester hours 
DNS 214 DANCE I 
Funda~entals of dance; theories and techniques of movement; use of space, 
rhyt~~, dyna!:lics, body design and gesture; improvisation and bbginning dance 
conposition; study of th~ corrtlation between rhyt~J und dynaraics of body nove-
ment and rhythm and dynar.~cs in nusic; exploration of clements of rhythoic notation. 
Prereguisi to: DNS 102 Fundaraent:1ls of Rhythn & Dance or 
peri:lission of dep~rtnent. 
DNS 205 DANCE II 
3 senester hour~ 
Historical and contemporary dance forms; intormediate :r choreography; the 
relationship of dance to th(j principl~s and clont::lnts of other arts; basic musical 
~ochniq~es in providing percussion uccompuni.r.1~nt for dance nove~ent; analysis of 
sinple musical forns. 
' 
Prerequisite: Dance 204 or permission of department. ;2 senester hours 
l 
~ DNS 233 INTRODUCTION TO BALLET 
I i ~,-fl. · Principles and practicu 
' arm positions, usa vf steps, 
in ballot including technical terminology, body and 
techniqu0s and conventions; principles of line and 
3 sem2ster hours 
' \ 
\ 
balance; history of' bnll0t. 
DNS 207 ELEi•.W:NTS OF HOVE.f'IIENT NOT1-1.TION 
Movenent analyais; study of notation systems recording and interpr~ting scores 
of folk dancG, nodurn dance, ballet and r.::lated activities. 3 senest1.3r hours 
DNS ';!.'34 SOCIAL FORMS 
Study of folk, squar'-', and social dances o.f wostorn cultures \-rl. th unphasis on 
the •mi.,.p,_e muvom.,mt, charact.;.ristics, rhythruc structurus, historical backgrounds 
rel~t~d folklore and pro~1ration of ~ Folk Festival. 3 sonost0r hours 
DNS 251 MUSIC RESOURCES FOR D,~NCE 
Nore c.dv~mc,.)d rhyth.."'lic probluos; conp[;.risons of nusicc.l phrasing of ccnpos.Jrs 
of contenporary, classicL..l <.md ro::Jantic pGriods; ;;:~usic n...;.tc:ri:J.ls available to the 
dancer for us;.; in chor0o~r'..i.f'lly cuphasizing contcr:Jporary dovelopnunts; conposi tion 
of rhythmic sccres; inprovisation of purcussion acconpaniment. 
Prcreguisi te: DNS 151 or DNS 205 3 seJ'l<;lster hours 
DNS 281 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DANCE IN RECREATION 
Planning for and methods of prosc::ntation of various forms •f dance - nodern, 
folk, square, social, tap, modern jazz, creative - for recreational purposes. 
Prerequisite: DNS 231 or parnission of departnent 3 senester hours 
DNS 282 CHILDREN 1 S THEATRE DANCE 
f~' Dance for children; principles of dance conposition related to children's 
dance and theatr8 perforMance; use of nusic and other acconpaninent. 
Prerequisite: DNS 204 3 semester hours 
DNS 311 PAGEAl'JTRY AND DANCE IN CAJ.Vi'FS 
Planning and providing fer .::..11 areas of dance in cu.mp situutions; organization 
of dance pageants cmd dance progra;;ls :ldaptt:d to th"" camp production; cabin acti vi-
ties, variety shows, religious s0rvices, patriotic programs, cunp fires, counselor 
and staff orientation. 
Prerequisite: DNS 204 and DNS 231 3 semester hours 
DNS 312 HISTORICAL DANCE FORMS & BACKGROUNDS OF A~~ICAN THEATRE DANCE 
Survey of the function and forns of dance in v~rious culturas, primitive 
through present day emph~sizing dance as art; ~1erican The~tre Dance ferns including 
aallet, minstrel show, t,;.p, V£•udcvillo, jazz, ethnic, musical and new the:1tre; in-
fluence of theatre on dance as an art and on ethnic and social ferns of dance. 
Prcr8qui si to : DNS 204 3 semester hours 
Int0rm0diate dunce no"Ld.tion natu:rial; r8ading of cL:.nce techniques; not.:1ting 
technique classes; rL:adir.g and reccn::::tructing dances fron scores of noted choreo-
graph8rs. 
3 senost ur hours 
t.- f4 DNS 331 SURVEY OF ETHNIC Dn.NCE 
Prir.Utive dance forns and types including Oriental, Spanish, South Ar.lerican, 
llirriboan a.nd Afric:1n; contributions of Gthnic dance to classical •allot, nodern 
dance and j.:1zz; study of classic bull2t. 
Proreguisit1...: DNS 204 3 se"'"lester houre 
DNS 333 or 4.33 IN'l'ERJ.vJEDIATE BALLET 
:B'urther study in tho principles and practice in th.,; techniqu0s of ballet • 
Proroquisite: DNS 
.S$ 
or per~ssion of departncnt. 3 sencster hours 
DNS 351 EURHYTHMICS 
Fundamentals of music and the integration of music with harmonious novenent. 
3 sc:-1cstor hours 
DNS 381 DAl'IJ"CE METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING 
Theory and practice of nethods of teaching dance on olementary, secondary, 
college and professional levels; curricular nat0rials and evaluation procedures. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205, DNS 231, or pernission of 
dopartnent. 
rNS 399 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DANCE 
3 sonester hours 
Arranged in consultation ~~th tho professor - sponsor and in accordance with 
the procedures of Independent Study prior to registration. 3 semester hours 
DNS 4GI DANCE PRODUCTION AND wORKSHOP 
Adninistration procedures; technique; choreography; production pro,lems and 
perfornance of dance (including costuming, lighting, accompaninent, stage design, 
stage mechanics); presentation of notated dances. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205 or pornission of departm~nt. 3 semester hours 
DNS 41.4 ADVANCED DANCE III 
A continuing study of dance wLth e~phasis on integration and synthesis of 
previous dance courses application to advanced ferns of individual and group 
dance composition and evaluation. 
Preroguisite: DNS 205 3 semester hours 
DNS 411 CHOREOGRAPHY FOR THEATRE 
Principles of dance composition related to theatre presentation; application 
of ballet, modern, jazz, t ap s ethnic, modern musical and new theatre dance to stage 
and television performance. 
frerequisite: DNS 205 and/or permissi on of department. 3 semester hours 
DNS 418 SURVEY OF DANCE (PE 318) 
Evolution of dance from primitive times to the present ; music and its relation-
ship to dance, the development of preclassic and classic dance forms; and future 
directions in the dance. 3 semester hours 
DNS 421 ADVANCED DANCE NOTATION 
Advanced notation material ; reconstructing sections of dances from film and 
dance sources, notating advanced student chor~ography. 
3 semester hours 
DNS 432 FOLK DANCES AND THEIR ETHNIC ORIGINS (PE 322) 
Development of folk dance from earliest to modern t imes~ interpretation and 
appreciation of peoples 1 origins , characteristics , customs and traditions through 
folk art, folk music and folklore ; participation in representative folk dances. 
(For students with little or no experience in this area. ) 3 semester hours 
DNS 451 ACCOMPANIMENT FOR DANCE 
Establishment of satisfactory working relationships between instructor and 
accompanist, various musical media suitable for teaching movement techniques; use 
of percussion for self accompaniment; use of limited percussion equipment~ exper-
iences in accompanying classes. 
Prere~uis~~~: DNS 451 can be taken concurrently with 
DNS 251 with permission of department. 
DNS 481 TEACHING TECHNIQUES OF 'rHE DANCE (PE 321) 
Preparation of classroom teachers with necessary 
prehensive dance experiences for students through the 
and areas of dance ; teaching techniques , skills, aids 
rhythm and the use of rhythm in dance accompaniment. 
DNS 482 DANCE IN REHABILITATION 
3 semester hours 
knowledge to provide com-
introduction to the meaning 
to teaching; the sldlls of 
3 semester hours 
Planned use of dance to aid in the physical and psychic integration of the 
individual; the tools to achieve these ends in the catagories of expressive move~­
ment, interpersonal, interaction and improved physical coordination. 
P~ere~~_ite_: DNS 204 and/or permission of department. 3 semester hours 
DNS 499 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DANCE 
Arranged in consultation with the professor - sponsor and in accordance with 
the procedures of Independent Study prior to registration. ! -3 semester hours 
~ 
.•. 
~ ~.~- ~ 
., Report on ,... ·• . 
THE PROPOSED DA.l'JCE PROGR.PJ,i 
for 
THE. STATE. lJNIVERSITY OF UKvi YORK AT BROCKPORT 
It is reconllaended that the 
undergraduate program of dance proposed for the State 
University .of Ne1-1 York .at Brockport be. accepted without 
change •' 
The.. decision to reco:mmend 
approval of. the, pvoposed dance program results from a revie1-1 
and an evaluG:.tion that ":as undertaken in three "d"ays .' First, 
the . proposed course of study was compared to outstanding 
dance .. programs curl"ently being taught_ at institutions of 
higher education throughout the country.! Second, the. written 
course. de-scriptions included in the · proposed program \-!era 
examined and evaluated.• Third, a visit to the. State University 
of New Yorl-c at Brocl-:por.t was · taken.; 
To determine the value of the 
dance materials constituting the underlying structure or 
' foundation of the Brockport p.rogram, a comparison was ::nade 
with the. dance programs offered at the following institutions 
of higher education: 
University of California at Los Angeles 
University of Colorado at Boulder · 
University of Illinois at Urbana 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of Utah at Salt Lake City 
University of lii'sconsin at Madison 
,  
·t 
\ 
I 
General Outline for a Proposed Minor In 
DANCE 
State University College at Brockport 
Brockport 1 N. Y. 
February 1967 
INTRODUCTION 
Dance along with art, music, and theatre is now beginning to assume its 
proper place in the serious academic curriculum. Therefore the following 
proposal for a new minor in dance is designed to provide a sound academic 
discipline for undergraduates and eventually graduates in the following 
programs: 
1. Liberal Arts students who wish to pursue careers in the teaching of 
dance in elementary or secondary schools, colleges, universities or 
community agencies. 
2. Liberal Arts students who wish to broaden and enhance their general 
education to include a concentration in the dance as an art medium. 
3. Prospective elementary and secondary school majors who wish to develop 
a greater understanding and appreciation of this creative art form. 
4. Prospective theatre majors who will be able to strengthen and enhance 
their performance and understanding of stage movement and new theatre 
dance. 
5. Physical Education majors who wish to supplement their dance back-
grounds with more concentration in dance so as to be able to qualify 
to teach special dance courses in public and private schools, colleges 
and universities where very great shortages exist at the present time. 
6. Students who are majoring in other non-related disciplines who wish 
to understand, value and experience the dance as an aesthetic art 
mediUD. 
The Minor in Dance is based upon a nine (9) hour foundation in basic 
dance courses. 
The individual student with faculty adviser.~nt then plans a program 
suited to his own interests and needs. These may be depth studies in one 
of the following areas: 
1. Modern Forms 
2. Social and Ethnic Forms 
3. Theatre Dance 
4. Dance in Recreation 
5. Dance in Rehabilitation 
6. Dance in Education 
The student who plans to teach dance will be advised to elect pertinent 
courses in other disciplines as Anatomy; Kinesiology or Physiology of Muscular 
Exercise; Psychology; Aesthetics, etc. 
Requirenents: 
DANCE MINOR 
18 Semester Hours 
1. Nine (9) hours from the fo1loYing: 
DNS 204 
DNS 206 
DNS 207 
DNS 400 
Dance I 
Introduction To Ballet 
Elements of Movement Notation 
Dance Production and Workshop 
2. Six (6) hours from the folloYing: 
DNS 205 
DNS 231 
DNS 281 
DNS 282 
DNS 312 
DNS 331 
DNS 482 
l):mce II 
Social Forms 
Theory and Practice of Dance in 
Recreation 
Children's Theatre Dance 
Historical Dance Forms and Back-
grounds of American Theatre Dance 
Survey of Ethnic Dance 
Dance in Rehabilitation 
3. Three (3) hours from the following electives: 
DNS lll 
DNS 121 A-B 
DNS 151 
DNS 161 
DNS 206 
DNS 231 
DNS 251 
DNS 281 
DNS 282 
DNS 311 
DNS 312 
DNS 321 
DNS 331 
DNS 333 or 433 
DNS 351 
DNS .381 
DNS 399 
DNS 404 
DNS 411 
DNS 412 
DNS 418 
DNS 421 
DNS 432 
DNS 451 
DNS 481 
DNS 482 
DNS 499 
Electives 
History and Theory of Dance 
Integration of the Arts 
Music for Dance 
Modern Jazz and Tap 
Introduction To Ballet 
Social Forms 
Music Resources for Dance 
Theory and Practice of Dance in 
Recreation 
Children's Theatre Dance 
Pageantry and Dance in Camps 
Historical Dance Forms and Back-
grounds of American Theatre Dunce 
Intermediate Dance Notation 
Survey of Ethnic Dance 
Intermediate Ballet 
Eurythmics 
Dance Methods and Materials 
for Teaching 
Independent Study in Dance 
Dance III 
Choreography for Theatre 
Stage Craft for Dance 
SurTe7 of Dance {PE 318) 
Advanced Dance Notation 
Folk Dances and Their Ethnic 
Origins (PE 322) 
Accompaniment for Dance 
Teaching Techniques of the 
Dance ( PE 321) 
Dance in Rehabilitation 
Independent Study to Dance 
Participation in ~ern Dance Club required of all Dance M1nors. 
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3-.3 hours 
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.3 hours 
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.3 hours 
.3 hours 
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3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
3 hours 
.3 hours 
.3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
DANCE FACILITIES 
At the present tirne there is one completely equipped (~rrors and bars) 
dance studio situated in the Physical Education building. This studio has 
a folding door which can divide it into two (2) parts. The gynnasium can 
also be divided into two (2) parts. One of those smaller gymnasiums can be 
available for dance classes as well as the classrooms, body mechanics room, 
and tho exercise research laboratory. Adjoining the dance studio is an 
office and dance storage room. Two dance staff members share another office. 
The accompanist will share a third office next semester. 
The Fine Arts building currently under construction has no provisions 
for dunce faciliti0s. It is very possible that in the addi~ion that is 
being contemplated, these will be included. However, in the addition to the 
Physical Education building, planned for completion by about 1970, space is 
provided for two (2) very l~rge studios or ono (l) large and two (2) snaller 
studios. Along with these there is ample storage space for equipment and 
costumes etc. as well us office and classroom space. 
If plans go through for the Creative Arts Center being propcsed for 
the Fancher crunpus, an adequate dance facility is planned for that center. 
This should be ready within the year. 
Currently there are three (3) pianos, record players, sound equipment, 
tape recorders and adequate recordings. other needed movable equipment is 
available from the A V center. 
I 
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DEPARTMENT FACULTY 
The faculty of the Dance DepartmGnt currently consists of two members. 
They are: 
RoseL. Strasser, associate professor. B.S., M.S. University of Michigan: 
46 hours additional study beyond the masters, N.Y.U., Syracuse, U. of R., 
U. of Buffalo, UCLA 
Specific courses in Dance and Related Activities: 
Bonnington School of Dance; Dance in Secondary Education (UCLA); 
Dance in Higher Education (N.Y.U.); Conn. Sohool of Danoe; Danoe 
and Music workshop- Univ. School of U. of R.; Guest artists classe~ 
at YWCA, YMWHA; New Hampshire and Maine Folk Dance Camps, Year End 
Camp plus numerous workshops, Master Dance and privute studio 
classes with dance artists. 
36 years full time teaching experi0nce (22 full time dance) 
Taught numerous workshops, master classes and clinics throughout state 
and eastern U. s. 
Three publications. 
Irma Topper, instructor. B.A. Wayne State University, 
State approved teaching certificate - Doris Reichmann's Schule, Hanover, 
Germany for Rhythmic Gymnastics. 
Studied dunce at Conn. College School of Dance and in studios and many 
workshops with major dance artists. Maine and New Hampshire Dance 
Camps. 
Has start0d Master's Program in Humanities. 
Teaching Experience: 
Seven and one half (7 1/2) years teaching Dance on various levels 
(Country Day School, YWCA, Community Centers, High School, Summer 
Camp, Conn. College School of Dance, Brockport Stute). 
Performing Experience: 
Six (6) years as choreographer and dancer with the Wayne State 
State University, Dance Workshop. 
Member Dance Along CompQny, Detroit 
One half (1/2) year assisting dance program on Education TV in 
Detroit. 
Choreographer and m0mbGr of Rochester Dance Theatre. 
Served as choreogrupher and taacher 3.t many dunce demonstrations, 
clinics and workshops. 
w. Leonard Taffs, assistant professor; composer, teacher, accompanist 
M.A. Bennington College; Lie. Mus., Acadia Univ., Nova Scotia 
Teaching Experience: 
Composer, accompanist, teacher: New York Univ., Colorado College, 
Bennett College, Brooklyn College, Bennington College, Vermont 
Conservatory of Music 
Performance Skills: 
Pianist, Dance Accompanist; composer, vocal accompanist, organist, 
conductor and choral director 
Professional activities: 
Pianist: Solo piano recitals, vocal recitals, choral society 
accompanist. Piano teacher 16 years. 
Dance accompanist: Leading Modern Dance Studios in New York City 1 
Conn. College School of Dance, Colorado College 
Composer: Piano and organ pieces, choral compositions, dance 
music 
Conductor: Founded Vermont Oratorio Society, Bennington Choir 
Festival; Jan Hus Chorus (N.Y.) 
Member: Am. Guild of organists, An. Assoc. of Choral Conductors, 
Bd. of Dir~ctors, Comm. Concerts, Burlington, Vt., and Hi-Tor 
O~ra Association, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Awards, Scholarships, Acadia Univ. 
Graduate Teach. Fellowship, Bennington, Vt. 
Publications: Book in progress "Music for Dancers" 
Manuscripts of choral and piano music 
Francia R. McClellan, instructor: B.S. Julliard School of Music and Dance 
Teacher's Certificate in Labanotation. 
3 yoars teaching, choreographing and directing experience. 
Specialist in Ballet, Labanotation 
Performed in Mercury Ballet, Eastman Opera Co., Music Theatre of 
Rochester, Boston Conservatory of Music, Anna Sokolow Dance 
Company, University of Southern California Dunce Company 
One additional Staff person in January 1967. 
A specialist in Ethnic, Folk and Social Forms. 
The following positions are to be filled for the Fall of September 1967. 
1. artist teacher - male 
2. accompanist full time 
This will be a total of 5 teaching staff and 2 accompanists. One 
accompanist is qualified to teach courses in music for Dance. 
~~-----------------------------
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DANCE BOOKS AVAILABLE IN DRAKE MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
BALLET 
792.8 AM I 
792.8 B21 
Ref. GV 1787.D513 
792.8 C47 
Ref. GV 1585.C5 
792.8 C886 
792.8 D282 
792.8 F6.32 
GV 1785F6A3 
792.8 K91 
792.8 144 
792.8 I44H 
391 1445 
792.8 M45 
781.55 N387 
792.8 R54 
792.8 SP25 
Anberg, George; Ballet tn America, Tho Energonce of 
Aoerican Art; New York, Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1949. 
Ballet; New York, Macmillan, 1959. 
Dictionary of Modern Ballet; ~neral Editors - Francis 
Gadan, and Robert Maillard; New York, Tudor Publish-
ing Company, 1959. 
Chujoy, Anatole; Ballet; New York, Speller Corporation, 
1936. 
The Dnnce Encyclopedia; New York, A. s, Burnes, 1949. 
Crowle, Eileen G. B.; Come To The Bullet; London, 
Farber & Farber, 1957. 
Davidson, Gladys; Stories of the Bullets; London, 
T. W. Laurie, 1949. 
Fletcher, Beale; How To Improve Your Ball~t Dancing; 
Now York, A. s. Barnes, 1959. 
Fokine, l~chol; Fokino: Memoirs Of A Ballet Master; 
1st Edition, Boston, Little, Brown, 1961. 
Krokover, Rosalyn; The New Borzoi Book of Ballets; 
1st Edition, New York, Knopf, 1956. 
Lawson, Joan; Classical Ballet, Its Style and Technigue; 
New York, Macmillan, 1960. 
Lawson, Joan; History of tho Ballot and Its Makers; 
London, Pitman, 1964. 
Lawson, J.; And Rcvitt, P.; Dressing For the &~llet; 
London, A. and c. Black, 1958. 
Mhynard, Olga; The American Ballet; Philadelphia, 
Mlcrae Smith Co., 1959. 
Nottl, Paul; The Dance In Classical Music; Now York, 
Philosophical Library, 1963. 
Robert, Grace; The Borzoi Book of Ballets; New York, 
A. A. Knopf, 1946. 
Sparger, Celia; Ballet Fhysiguo; New York, Macmillan, 
1958. 
BASIC RHYTHMS AND MOVELvlENT FUNDAMENTALS 
792.3 AI6 
793.3 Ci:J7 
780.77 D83 
~3.3 M56 
Ainsworth, D.S.; Basic Rhythms; New York, Chartwell 
House, 1955. 
Colby, Gertrude K.; Natural Rhythos and Dances; Now 
York, A. S. Barnes, and Co., 1922. 
Driver, Ann; Music and Move~ent; London, Oxford Univer-
sity Press, H. Milford, 1936. 
M:lttler 1 Barbara; Basic Dance On a College Level; 
Workshop Given At Goddard College; Boston, Mettler 
Studios, 1956. 
793.3 R6.3 
371,7.324 W51 
Rogers, Frederick R.; Dance, A Basic Educational Technigue; 
New York, The Macmillan Co, 1 1941. 
Wessel, Janet; MOvement Fund~Dentols; figure forn and fun; 
2nd Edition, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice Hall, 
1961. 
BIOGRAPHY 
927.9.33D49 
927.8 H941 
DeValois, Ninette; Cone Dlnce With He; A Menoirs, 1898-
1956; 1st Edition, Cleveland, World Publishing Co., 
1958. 
Hurok, Solomon; Impresario; A IJemoir by s. Hurok in 
Collaboration with Ruth Goode; New York, Random House, 
1946. 
CHILDREN'S DANCE 
371.7322 An 2 
1.36.7 An 32 
793 • .3 Ar6 
793 • .3 As38 
897.1 Au? 
371.3722 B49 
371.7322 B85 
796,13 C38 
793.307 (176 
793 C85r 
371.7 C553 
792.8 D39 
Andrew's, Gladys; Physical Education For Todny 1s Boys 
RDrl Girls; Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1960, 
A,A.H.P.E.R.; Children In Focus; Tho Association, 1954, 
Yearbook. 
Arnold, Francis; Festivals And Plays of Children; Cin-
cinnati, Willis Music Company, 1931. 
Ashton, Dudley; Rhythmic Activities, Grades K - 6; 
Wishington, A.A.H.P.E.R., 1964. 
Austin, :tvm-y; The American Rhythm, Studies and Re-
oxprossions of American Indian Songs; Boston, 
Houghton Co., 1930. 
Bilbrough, A.; Physical Education In The Prin~ry School; 
London, University of London Pruss, 1963. 
Bucher, Charles A.; Physical Education In The MOdern 
Elementary School; New York, Macmillan, 1958. 
Chase, Richord; Hullabaloo, and Other Singing Folk 
~; Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1949. 
Conference On Creative Teaching of Dance to Children; 
Annual Record, 7th Ann~~l Conf~r8nco - Lucille B. 
Nathanson, Chairnan; New York, J.Y.M.&W.A., New York, 
1961. 
Crawford, Caroline and Fogg, Elizabeth; The Rhythms of 
Childhood; 7th Edition, New York, Barnes, 1927. 
CUrtiss, Mary Louise; Physical Education for Elementary 
Schools; 2nd Edition, Mllwuukee, Bruce Publishing Co.; 
1957. 
DeMille, Agnes; To A Young Dancer; 1st Edition, Boston, 
Little, Brown, 1962. 
Eastman, Marsha; Creative Dance For Children; Merideth, 
N.H., Mettler Studios, 1954. 
Evans, Ruth; Childhood Rhythns; New York, Chartwell House, 
1954. 
Evans, Ruth; Forty Basic Rhythms For Children For Ages 
; through 9; Putnam Connecticut, United States Textbook 
Co., 1958, 
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371.7322 EV 1 
371.322 Fl72 
371.73 F45 
372.215 G79 
371.7322 G82 
371.7322 Hl6 
796.13 H87 
371.7322 H88 
793.3 H99 
371.7322 132 
793.3 133 
371.7322 L33G 
793. Ml8 
371.7322 M23 
784.624 M568 
GV 1799.M85 
371.7322 N21 
793.3 OL 8 
371.7322 OK2 
793.307 P926 
793.307 R795 
793.307 R91 
793.3 SAl? 
1.73~ SA3 
Evans, Ruth; fllysica1 Education For Elementary Schools; 
New York, McGraw Hill Co., 1958. 
Fait, Hollis F.; Physicul Educ~tion For Tho El0mentary 
School Child; Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Co., 1964. 
Fielder, Grace; The Rhythmic Program For Elementary 
Schools; St. Louis, Mosby, 1952. 
Gr~y, Vora; Music, Movement, and l~no For Children; 
London and Now York, Oxford University Pross, 1962, 
Green, Arthur S.; Physical Education Activities Book 
For The Primary Grades; Minneapolis, T.S. Denison, 
1963. 
Halsey, Elizabeth; PhysicQl Education For Children; 
New York, Dryden Press, 1958. 
Hughes, Dorothy T.; RhythL.dc Games and D2nces; New York, 
Cincinnati, /unorican Book Co., 1942. 
Humphrey, James H.; Eldmentary School Physical Education; 
New York, Harper, 1958. 
Hyde, Horburt; Rhythms For the Kindergarten; Chicago, 
Clayton F. Sumny Co., 1916. 
larson, Leonard; Physical Education In The Elementary 
Schools; New York, Holt, 1957. 
~Salle, Dorothy; Rhythms and Dances For Elementary 
Schools; New York, A. S. Barnes, 1951. 
LaSalle, Dorothy; Guidance Of Children Through Physical 
Education; 2nd Edition, New York, Ronald Press Co., 
1957. 
Mcintosh, David S.; Singing Ganos and Dunces; Now York, 
Association Press, 1957. 
McNeely, Simon A.; Physical Education In The School Child's 
Day; U. S, Office of Education, Bulletin, 1950, Nun1ber 
~. 
Metz, Lois; Action Songs and Rhythms For Children; 
Minneapolis, T.S. Denison, 1962. 
MUrray, Ruth L.; Dance In Elementary Education; 2nd 
Edition, New York, Harper and Row, 1963. 
National Conference On Physical Education For Children 
Cf Elenontury School Age; Washington, 1951; Chicago, 
The Athletic Institute, 1951. 
Oltz, Carle; Rhythm Time; Chicago, Clayton F. Summy Co., 
1946. 
01Keefe1 Pnttrio R.; Education Through Physical Activities; 
St. Louis, C.V. Mosby Co., 1959. 
Preston, Valerie; A Handbook For Modern Educational Dance; 
London, McDonald and Evans, 1963. 
Rowen, Betty; Learning Through MOvement; New York, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Colunbia 
University, 1963. 
Russell, Joan; Modern Dance In Education; London, 
MCdonald and Evans, 1958. 
Saffran, Rosanna; First Book of Creative Learnin~s; 
Now York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963. 
Salt, Ellis B.; Teaching Physical Education In The 
Elementary School; 2nd Edition, Now York, Ronald 
P.ress eo., 1960. 
793.3 SE4 
793. SHl 
780.7 SH4c 
371.7322 :IMl 
796.13 sus 
371.7322 V33 
GV 443 V35 
136.722 W31 
793.3 W879 
371.7322 YC5 
Sehon, Elizabeth; Rhythms In Elementary Education; 
New York, A. s. Barnes, 1951. 
Shafer, M. S.; Rhythms For Children; New York, A. S. 
Barnes, 1938. 
Sheehy, ~ D.; Children Discover Music and Dance; 
New York, Holt, 1959. 
Smalley, Jeannette; Physic~l Education Activities For 
The Elementary School; Revised Edition, Pnlo Alto, 
California, National Press, 1956. 
Sutton, Rhoda R.; Creative Rhythms; New York, A. S. 
~rnes & Co., 1941. 
Vannier, Maryhelen; Teaching Physical Education In 
Elementary Schools; 2nd Edition, Philadelphia, 
Saunders, 195~. 
Vnnnier, Maryhelen; Teaching Physical Education In 
Elementary Schools; 3rd Edition, Philadelphia, 
w. B. Saunders, 1963. 
Waterman, Elizabeth; The Rhytho Book; New York, A. S. 
iarnes, 1936. 
Woody", Regina; Y01mg Dancers Cllreer Book; New York.., 
Dutton, 1958. 
Young, Helen L.; A Manual - Workbook If Physical 
Education For Elementary Teachers; New York, 
Macr.lillan, 1963. 
ETHNIC, FOLK, SQUARE, AND SOCIAL DANCING 
ETHNIC 
793.31 Ar5 
'97.1 Au? 
793.31 B4l 
784.4947 E45 
793.31 :945 
793.31 :167 
792.095 B67 
793.31 B75 
927.933 R8596 
793.3148 W34 
Armstrong, Lucile; Dances of Portugal; New York, 
Chanticleer Press, 1948. 
Austin, Mary (Hunter); Tho American Rhythm, Studies 
and Re-expressions of Anerican Indian Songs; 
Boston, Houghton, 1930. 
Beliajus, Finadar V.; Dance and Be Merry ••• ; Chicago, 
New York, Clayton F. SUmDy Co. 1940-1942. 
Bergman, Marion; The Russiau-American Song and Dance 
~; New York, A. s. Barnes, 1947. 
Jerk, Fredrick; The Jewish Dance; New York, Exposition 
Press, 1960. 
Bowers, Faubion; The Dance in India; New York, Columbia 
University Press; 1953. 
Bowers, Faubion; Theatre in the East; a survey of Asian 
dunce and drama; New York, T. Nelson, 1956. 
Breuer, Kntharina; Dances of Austria; New York, 
Chanticleer Press, 1948. 
Brunclleschi, Elsa; Antonio and Spanish Dancing; London, 
A. and C. Black, 1958. 
Bryans, Helen L.; Scandinavian ~~nces; Toronto, Clarke, 
Irwin and Co. Ltd. 1 1942. 
Budny, Gyorgy; Dances of Hungary; New York, Chanticleer, 
1948. 
Burchenal1 Elizabeth; American Country Dunces; Volume 11 
28 contra dances; New York, Schirmer, 1918. 
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Sehon, Elizabeth; Rhythms In Elementary Education; 
New York, A. s. Barn~s, 1951. 
Shafer, M. S.; Rhythms For Children; N~w York, A. S. 
Barnes, 1938. 
Sheehy, Eoma D.; Children Discover Music and Dance; 
New York, Holt, 1959. 
Smalley, Jeannette; Physic~l Education Activities For 
The Elementary School; Revised Edition, Pnlo Alto, 
California, National Press, 1956. 
Sutton, Rhoda R.; Creative Rhythms; New York, A. S. 
~rnes & Co., 1941. 
Vannier, Maryhelen; Teaching Physical Education In 
Elementary Schools; 2nd Edition, Philadelphia, 
Saunders, 195a. 
Vannier, Maryhelen; Teaching Physical Education In 
Elementary Schools; 3rd Edition, Philadelphia, 
w. B. Saunders, 1963. 
Waterman, Elizabeth; The Rhythm Book; New York, A. S. 
liarnes, 1936. 
Woody', Regina; Yotmg Dancers Career Book; New York., 
Dutton, 1958. 
Young, Helen L.; A Manual- Workbook If Physical 
Education For Elementary Teachers; New York, 
Macnillan, 1963. 
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793.31 Ar5 
'97.1 Au? 
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793.31 167 
792.095 Ph? 
793.31 f!75 
927.933 R8596 
793.3l48 .S4 
793.31 B85 
?93. B89a 
Armstrong, Lucile; Dances of Portugal; New York, 
Chanticleer Press, 1948. 
Austin, Mary (Hunter); Tho American Rhythm, Studies 
and Re-expressions of Aoerican Indian Songs; 
Boston, Houghton, 1930. 
Beliajus, Finadar V.; Dance and Be Merry ••• ; Chicago, 
New York, Clayton F. ~y Co. 1940-1942. 
Ber~n, Marion; The Russia~-Aoericun Song and Dance 
B£2!; New York, A. s. Barnes, 1947. 
Jerk, Fredrick; The Jewish Dance; New York, Exposition 
Press, 1960. 
Bowers, Faubion; The Dance in India; Naw York, Columbia 
University Press; 1953. 
Bowers, Faubion; Theatre in the East; a survey of Asian 
dunce and drama; New York, T. Nelson, 1956. 
Breuer, Katharina; Dances of Austria; New York, 
Chanticleer Press, 1948. 
Brunolleschi, Elsa; Antonio and Spanish Dancing; London, 
A. and C. Black, 1958. 
Bryans, Helen L.; Scandinavian Dances; Toronto, Clarke, 
Irwin and Co. Ltd. 1 1942. 
Buday, Gyorgy; Dances of Hungary; New York, Chanticleer, 
1948. 
Burchenul, Elizabeth; American Country Dunces; Volume 11 
28 contra dances; New York, Schirmer, 1918. 
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793.31 B89 
325.26 B97 
793.31569 045 
793.3 C99 
793.31 D535 
793.31 D56 
970.62 D738c 
970.62 D738 
796.13 D93 
793 Ev14 
~ 970.1 F63 
793 F75 
793.31 F92t 
793.31 .F92o 
793.3 Hl43 
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793.3 H24 
793.3 H24 1955 
793.31 H36 
793.3 H55 
793.3146 H~7 
793.LU 
793.31 L77 
Cl3 L9l6 
793.31 L88 
Burchenal, Elizabeth; Dances of the People; Volume 2; 
New York, G. Schirmer, Bosyon, Boston Music Co.; 
1909. 
~utcher, Margaret (Just); The Negro in ~~0rican Culture; 
1st Edition; New York, Knopf, 1956. 
Chochem, Corinne; Palestine Dances; New York, Behrman's 
Jewish Books, 1941. 
Czurnowski, Lucile K.; Donees of Early California Days; 
Palo Alto, California, Pacific Book Co. 1 1950. 
De Zoete, Beryl; Dance and Magic Drama in Ceylon; 
Theatre Arts Books, 1957. 
Dickens, Guillermina; Dances of Mexico; London, Max 
Parrish. 
Dorsey, George A.; The Cheyenne; Chicago, Field Columbia 
Museuo, 1905. 
Dorsey, George A.; The Arapaho Sun Dance; Chicago, Field 
Columbia Museuo, 1903. 
Durlacher, Ed~d; The Play Party Book; singing ganes 
for children; New York, The Devin-Adair Co., 1945. 
Evens, Bessie, and Evans,, May; Anerican Indian Dance 
Steps; N~w York, Barnes, 1931. 
Fletcher, Alice; Indian Games and Dance~ With Native 
Songs; Boston, c. C. Birchard and Co., 1915. 
Ford, P.enry, 11 Good Morning11 After i1. Sleep of 25 Years, 
Old Fashioned Dance is Being Revived; Dearborn, 
Michigan, Dearborn Publishing Co., 1926. 
Frost, Hulen, Tap, Caper, and Clog, Fifteen Character 
Dances; New York, A. s. Barnes and Co., Incorp., 1931. 
Frost, Helen; Oriental and Charucter Dances; New York, 
A. S. Barnes and Co., 1927. 
Hall, J. Tillnnn; Dance! A conplote guide to social, folk, 
and square dancing; ielmont, California, Wadsworth 
Publishing Co., 1963. 
Harris, Jane A.; Dance A While; handbook of folk, square, 
and social dance; Mlnn~apolis, Burgess Publishing Co., 
1950. 
Harris, Jane A.; Dance A While; handbook of folk, square, 
and social dance; Minneapolis, Burgess Publishing Co., 
1955. 
Heikel, Yngvar S.; Dances of Finland; New York, 
Chanticleer Press, 1948. 
Hillas, Marjorie, Athletic Dances and Simple Clogs; 
New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 1926. 
Hughes, Russull M.; Spanish Dancing; ay LaMcri (psoud.) 
New York, A. s. ~rnes, 1948. 
Lacey, Margaret; Th~ce Songs of The Nations; Cincinnati, 
Church. 
Lloyd, A. L.; Dunces of Argentina; London, l1!lx - Parrish. 
Lott, Milton; Dance Back The Buffalo; Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin, 1959. 
Lorenzen, Paul; Dances of Donnark; New York, Chanticleer 
Press, 1950. 
Johnston, Edith; Regional Dances of Mexico; Dallas, 
B. Upshaw & Co., 1935. 
Kennedy, Dougl.as; England's Dances; London, Bell, 1949. 
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372.215 K95 
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GV l743.L5 
793.31 L973 
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Mhrcol ' Dubois, Claude, and Andral Marie; D~nces of 
Franco; New York, Chantaclucr Pross, 1950. 
Mason, Bernard S.; Dunces und Stori0s of the American 
Indian; New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 1944. 
Ryan, Gr~co; Dance of Our Pioneers; 2nd Edition, Ronald 
Pross, 1939. 
Schwondoner, Norma; Lagends and Dcncos of Old Mbxico; 
New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 1934. 
Seton, Julia; The Rhythm of tho Redcan; New York, Ronald 
Press, 1930. 
Tolentino, Frnncisca; Philipino National Dances; New 
York and Chicago, Silver Burdett Co., 1946. 
Von-Ten Bensel, Elsie Vander; Dances cf the Netherlands, 
New York, Chanticleer Pross, 1949. 
Folk Dance Costumes Of Europe; illus. by Linda Cassidy, 
Downey, Cal., Rhythms Production, 1960. 
Folk Dance Costumes of Latin America; illus. by Linda 
Cassidy, Down0y, Cal., Rhythms Production, 1962. 
Folk Dance Guide; New York, Paul Schwartz, 1959. 
Cra~pton, Charles, Tho Folk Dance Book For Elv~entary 
Schools, Class Roo~, Playground, and Gyr:masium; New 
York, A. S. Burnes, 1909. 
Duggan, Anne; Tho Folk Dance Librur;y:; N.;;w York, A. s. 
Barnes, 1948. 
Fox, Grace; and ,.forrill, Kathleen; Folk Dancing; Now 
York, Ronald Press Co., 1957. 
Frost, Helen; Tho Clog Dance~ook; N~w York, A. s. Barnes, 
1921. 
Heroan, Michael; Folk Dances For All; New York, &1rnes, 
& Noble, 1947. 
Hunt, Paul; Eight Yards of Calico; 1st Edition, Now 
York, Harper, 1952. 
Hunt, Paul; Calico Rounds; New York, Harper, 1955. 
Krause, Richard; Folk Dancing; A Guide For Schools, 
Colleges, and Recreation Groups, Nvw York, Vncmillan, 
1962. 
Kulbitsky, Olga; Teacher's Dance Notebook; Newark, New 
Jersey, Bluebird Publishing eo., 1959. 
Lawson, Joan; Europ~an Folk Dunce; London, Pitman, 1953. 
Lidster, Miriam; Folk Dance Progressions; Colmont, Cal., 
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1965. 
Lunt, Lois; Hix 'En and Match 'Em; Minneapolis, T. s. 
Denison, 1961. 
Mcintosh, David; Singing Ga~os and Dances; New York, 
Assoaiation Pross, 1957. 
MOoney, Gertrude; Mexican Folk Dances For Aoerican Schools; 
Coral Gables, Florida, University of Mi.a.ni Pross, 1957 • 
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CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIONS 
DNS 111 HISTORY AND THEORY OF DANCE 
History and development of dance as a cultural nedium from primitive tines to 
the present; understanding of the function of dance; studies of the theories of 
movenent of leading dancers fron the beginning of theatrical dance to modern tines. 
(Dance experience not required.) 3 semester hours 
DNS 121A - DNS 121B INTEGRATION OF THE ARTS 
An examination of common and distinctive principles and purposes anong the 
creative arts; emphasis on individual involvement with each art form on the in-
dividual's own level; relationships of the arts in terms of basic learning and 
intellectual analysis; development of the individualfs response to aesthetic 
qualities of environoent. 3-3 senester hours 
DNS 151 MUSIC FOR DANCE 
A study of the correlation between rhythm and dynamics of body movement and 
rhythm and dynamics in music; basic elements of rhythmic notation explored with 
emphasis on phrase structure; basic musical techniques in providing percussion 
accompaniment for dunce movement; analysis of simple musical forms; introduction 
to music resources for dance. 3 senester hours 
DNS 161 MODERN JAZZ AND TAP 
Theories, techniques and skill development in modern jazz, new theatre, and 
tap dance. 
Prerequisite: DNS 204 3 semester hours 
DNS 204 DANCE I 
Fundamentals of dance; theories and techniques of movement; use of space, 
rhythm, dynanics, body design and gesture; improvisation and beginning dance 
composition; study of the correlation between rhythm and dynamics of body move-
ment and rhythm and dynamics in music; exploration of elements of rhythmic notation. 
Prereguisi te: DNS 102 Fundamentals of Rhythn & tnnce or 
permission of department. 
DNS 205 DANCE II 
3 semester houra 
Historical and contemporary dance forms; intermediate in choreography; the 
relationship of dance to the principles and elements of other arts; basic musical 
techniques in providing percussion accompaniment for dance movement; analysis of 
1imple musical forms. 
•ereguisite: Oance 204 or permission of department. 3 semester hours 
I 
i 
\ 
DNS 206 INTRODUCTION TO BALLET 
Principles and practice in ballet including technical terminology, body and 
arm positions, use of steps, techniques and conventions; principles of line and 
balance; history of ballot. 3 semester hours 
DNS 207 ELEMENTS OF MOVEMENT NOTATION 
MOvement analysis; ~tudy of notation systems recording and interpreting scores 
of folk dance, modern dance, ballet and related activities. 3 semester hours 
DNS 231 SOCIAL FORMS 
Study of folk, square, and social dances of western cultures wtth eophasis on 
the unique movement charactbristics, rhythMic structures, historical backgrounds 
related folklore and preparation of a Folk Festival. 3 semester hours 
DNS 251 MUSIC RESOURCES FOR DANCE 
MOre advanced rhythmic problems; comparisons of musical phrasing of conposdrs 
of contemporary, classical and romantic periods; music materials available to the 
dancer for uso in choreography emphasizing contemporary developments; composition 
of rhythmic scores; improvisation of percussion accompaniment. 
Prereguisite: DNS 151 or DNS 205 3 semester hours 
DNS 281 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DANCE IN REC~iTION 
Planning for and methods of presdntation of various forms of dance - modern, 
folk, square, social, tap, modern jazz, creative - for recreational purposes. 
Prerequisite: DNS 231 or permission of department 3 semester hours 
DNS 282 CHILDREN 1 S THEATRE DANCE 
Dance for children; principles of dance composition related to children's 
dance and theatre performance; use of music and other accompaniment. 
Proregui site: DNS 204 3 seme stor hours 
DNS 311 PAGEANTRY AND DANCE IN CAMPS 
Planning and providing for all areas of dance in camp situations; organization 
of dance pageants and dance prograQs adapted to the camp production; cabin activi-
ties, variety shows, religious services, patriotic programs, camp fires, counselor 
and staff orientation. 
Prereguisite: DNS 204 and DNS 231 3 semester hours 
~NS 312 HISTORICAL DANCE FORMS & BACKGROUNDS OF AMERICAN THEATRE DANCE 
Survey of the function and forms of dance in various cultures, primitive 
~ough present day emphasizing dance as art; American Theatre Dance forms including 
llet, minstrel show~ tap, vaudeville, jazz, ethnic, cusical and new theatre; in-
lence of theatre on dance as an art and on ethnic and social ferns of dance. 
>:-equi si to: DNS 204 3 semester hours 
DNS .321 INTERMEDIATE DANCE NOTATION 
Intermediate dance notation material; reading of dance techniques; notating 
technique classes; reading and reconstructing dances fron scores of noted choreo-
graphers. 
Preregui site : DNS 207 J semester hours 
DNS .3.31 SURVEY OF ETHNIC DANCE 
Prioitive dance forms and types including Oriental, Spanish, South Anerican, 
Carribean and African; contributions of ethnic dance to classical ballet, nodern 
dance and jazz; study of classic ballet. 
Prerequisite: DNS 204 3 semester hours 
DNS .3.3.3 or 43.3 INTERMEDIATE BALLET 
Further study in the principles and practice in th0 techniques of ballet. 
Prerequisite: DNS 206 or permission of department. 3 senester hours 
DNS 351 EURHYTHMICS 
Fundamentals of music and the integration of music with harmonious movement. 
3 senester hours 
DNS 381 DANCE ME'IHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING 
Theory and practice of nethods of teaching dance on elementary, secondary, 
college and professional levels; curricular materials and evaluation procedures. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205, DNS 2.311 or permission of 
departnent. 
DNS 399 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DANCE 
3 senester hours 
Arranged in consultation with the professor - sponsor and in accordance with 
the procedures of Independent Study prior to registration. 3 semester hours 
DNS 400 DANCE PRODUCTION AND WORKSHOP 
Adninistration procedures; technique; choreography; production problems and 
performance of dance (including costuming, lighting, accompaniment, stage design, 
stage mechanics); presentation of notated dances. 
Prereguisi te: DNS 205 or permission of department. 3 semester hours 
DNS 404 ADVANCED DANCE III 
A continuing study of dance with emphasis on integration and s,ynthesis of 
.•revious dance courses application to advanced forms of individual and group 
. ~nee composition and evaluation. 
ereguisite: DNS 205 3 semester hours 
DNS 411 CHOREOGRAPHY FOR THEATRE 
Principles of dance composition related to theatre presentation; application of 
ballet, modern, jazz, tap, ethnic, modern musical, and new theatre dance to stage 
and television purformance. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205 and/or permission of department. 3 semester hours 
DNS 412 STAGECRAFT FOR DANCE 
Introduction to the technical aspects of staging dances including costuming, 
lighting, stage design, stage mechanics, sound systems. 
Prereguisite: DNS 205 and/or permission of department. 3 semester hours 
DNS 418 SURVEY OF DANCE (PE 318) 
Evolution of dance from primitive times to the present; music and its relation-
ship to dance; the development of preclassic and classic dance forms; and future 
directions in the dance. 3 semester hours 
DNS 421 ADVANCED DANCE NOTATION 
Advanced notation material; reconstructing sections of danees from film and 
dance sources; notating advanced student choreography. 
Preregui site : DNS 321 3 semester hours 
DNS 432 FOLK DANCES AND THEIR ETHNIC ORIGINS (PE 322) 
Development of folk dance from earliest to modern times; interpretation and 
appreciation of peoples' origins, characteristics, customs and traditions through 
folk art, folk music and folklore; participation in representative folk dances. 
(For students with little or no experience in this area.) 3 semester hours 
i DNS 451 ACCOMPAN!i'ENT FOR DANCE 
Establishment of satisfactory working relationships between instructor and 
accompanist; various musical media suitable for teaching movenent techniques; use 
of percussion for self accompaniment; use of limited percussion equipment; exper-
iences in accompanying classes. 
Prereguisi te: DNS 451 can be taken concurrently with 
DNS 251 with permission of department. 
DNS 481 TEACHING TECHNIQUES OF THE DANCE (PE 321) 
l semest0r hours 
Preparation of classroom teachers with necessary knowledge to provide com-
prehensive dance experiences for students through the introduction to the moaning 
and areas of dance; teaching techniques, skills, aids to teaching; the skills of 
rhythm and the use of rhythm in dance accompaniment. ; semester hours 
~NS 482 DANCE IN REHABILITATION 
Therapeutic aspects and possibilities of dance. 
'ereguisite: DNS 204 and/or permission of department, ; seoestcr hours 
-' 
DNS 499 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DANCE 
Arranged in consultation with the professor - sponsor and in accordance with 
the procedures of Independent Study prior to registration. 3 semester hours 
c /~--------------------------------------
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
THURLOW TERRACE 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 
P1:·esident Albert W. Brown 
State University College 
Brockport. New York 14420 
Dear Al: 
March 15. 1968 
Enclosed is a letter from Professor Mildred Spiesman 
who has been asked to take a look at your proposed under- · 
graduate major in dance. In your absence I spoke with Vice 
President Allen, and he agreed to write Miss Spiesman directly 
and to make such arrangements as m~y be needed . If we can 
be of help from this end, please let us know . · 
I • 
CME:d 
Enclosure j 
cc: Dr. Gordon Allen · 
Sincerely, 
Charles lVl . Evans 
Assistant to the 
University Dean 
'• 
l . 
OFFICE OF THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
THURLOW TERRACE 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 
12201 
April 29, 1968 
UNIVERSITY DEAN FOR FOUR YEAR COLLEGES 
Dear Al: 
Your and your dance faculty should be pleased by 
the enclosed report composed by Dr. Spiesman, who served 
this office as a consultant on your dance proposal. The 
report is complimentary in most respects. 
This is to notify you that the program has the 
approval of State University and may be initiated at such a 
time as you feel it is appropriate to do so. 
Cordially, 
·~ 
;-a.J.es A. Frost 
, I }niversity Dean 
Dear Hose, 
JS-29 197 Street 
Hollis, .if. Y. 
April ~;:_,, l9u~ 
I p~omised that th~ report to Albany would b~ in the 
mCJ.~l and having just finished it to the very best of my ab~J.ity,I 
wish to send this note to you at the same time • 
.My d<.:..y at Brockport,Hose was a wonderful do.y and I 
can't say thank you well enough to express my aprreciation for your 
ki..tJ.dnQ.s.s to ~ Neeting and tall:ing -vrith so many people was 
marvelous but the highlight of the aay and the part which will 
remain with ~was the continous warm CJ.nu friendly conversation 
which you and I started at 8 in the morning and continued until 5 
in the afternoon.' A.s you s ... ,id, it was delightful to talk shop and 
t:l.e opportunity for such conversations seldom occur. 
As you suggested,I am en~~osing the carbon of my 
flight ticket. It was such a perfect day that I really feel I 
should pay Brockport or Albany for the privilege of being allo·wed 
to visit.: 
Hany thanks again,Rose for your t:1.oughfulness and. 
many hours of kindness. Pleas~ eA)ress my appreciation to your staff 
for taldng tim~out of their busy day to meet with m~. I enjoyed. 
meeting them and talking with them CJ.nd I kno~; una~r your guidc.nce 
and w~th tJ.1.eir assistance that your ne·vr program -will b(:;. a tremena.ous 
succ~ss. 
Just as soon as you hear about the program being 
approved ••• I•ll tear down Albany brick by brick if th~y don't 
acc~pt my evaluation --plt::GJ.Stl ltlt r:te J.r •.now and. I 1-i'ill contact Lydia 
Joel at Dance t~gazine atout the ~-ssibility of doing an articltl. 
Again, many many thanks for a warm and welcome 
visit. I enjoyed every moment of it • 
Sincerely, 
~d,uj 
~--------------------------------------------------------
I QUALIFICATIONS FOR DANCE MAJORS AND MINORS 
I. All prospective dance ma i::lrs fu! d minoT'S will have: 
A. Pdvate conference at end of Sophomore year to evaluate and determine 
the best way in which student may fulfill his potential. 
II. By the end of Sophomore year we would expect~ 
A. Acti.ve participati::ln in dance classes and dance club. 
B. Evidence of enthusi.asm a;o d determi.nation for pursuing dance in one elf 
its aspects. 
III. "Quali.fi.cat:i.ons'' f:Jr graduati::ln for dance ma.,iors with following emphases: 
A. Teacher-oriented program: 
1. A~sist or conduct apprentice dfu!Ce club meetings or other regularly 
assigned field experiences. 
2. Student teaching 
a. Teach or assist with Saturday morning Children's Classes. 
b. "Student teaching assignment" for 8 weeks at level of greatest in-
.te :rest (i.e. !:lementary Secondary, Jr. College ; Community 
Center , etc.) 
3. Create a.nd pre~ent as an Independent Study p):-oiect one of the 
following: Studio Concert or CommQnity Project and/or Lecture 
Demonstration . 
4. Choreography and Performance 
a. Present at least one piece of choreography in concerts. 
b. Perform in at least one work. 
5. Participate in technical preparation for dance presentations (within 
reas::m) 
6. Attend as many college sponsored Fine Arts Events as possible. 
Technical facility Be able to perform works .from classic modern 
dance and/or ballet repertory. 
B. Performirg and Choreography (Modern Forms .. Ballet, Interdisciplinary) 
Errrphasis: 
l. Conduct apprentice dance club technique for assigned interval. 
2. Choreograph at least one work a year. 
3. Participate as a part of touring group. 
4. Serve as stage manager for at least one dance concert. 
5. Attend as many college sponsored Fine Arts events as possible. 
6. Attend at least one sunnner workshop -- i.e. Conn. College. 
Brockport .  Colorado, Jacobs Pillow, California, etc. (Try to 
make scholarships available ) (Required) 
Technical facility-- be able to perform works from classic 
and/or ballet repertory All dance majors must participate 
in concerts produced and performed by senior class. 
DANCE DEPARTMENT 
MAJOR and MINOR Requirements 
DANCE MAJOR - 30 hours 
22-24 hours Required* 
DNS 104 History and Theory of Dance 3 
DNS 204 De.nce T 3 
DNS 205 Dance II 3 
DF3 307 Elements of Notation 3 
D.NS 308 Music Resources for Dance 3 
DNS 399 or 499 Independent Study 1-3 
Dl'TS 4oo Dance Production and Workshop3 
mrs 03 Series - Dance Technique 3 
6- 8 hours by advisement 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
hrs 
DANCE MINOR - 18 hours 
9 hours from:* 
DNS 2o4 Dance I 
DNS 233 Introduction to Ballet 
DNS 307 Elements of Notation 
DNS 4oo Dance Production and 
Workshop 
DNS 03 Series - Dance Technique 
(By advisement) 
Remaining 6 hours from Electives: 
-- (By adviswnenf} 
3 hrs . 
3 hrs 
3 hrs 
3 hrs 
3. hrs 
-x- Students may be exempt from required courses through proficiency exams. Other 
dance courses are substituted. 
Re~rementE_ 
Communication Arts (6 hours) 
Modern Foreign Literature 
English 
Philosophy 
Speech 
The Natural and Math Sciences (12 hours) 
Suggestions for Fulfilling Requirements 
ENG lll Fresh. Comp. 
or 
ENG 112 Fresh. Comp. and Literature 
or 
ENG 151 Fresh. Comp. and Language 
and · 
SPH 101 Oral Communication I 
ENG 171 Introd . to Lit. or other Lit. 
or Camp . Courses. 
PHL 191 History of Philosophy 
or 
PHL 192 Introd to Phil. Problems 
PHL 328 Phil of Aesthetics 
SPH 225 Choral Speaking 
Biology BIO 101 Principles of Biology 
ZOL 311 Anatomy and Physiology I 
Chemistry 
Geography 
Geology and Ear th Sciences 
Mathen:atics 
Physic s 
Psychology 
~ 
.•. 
~ ~.~- ~ 
., Report on ,... ·• . 
THE PROPOSED DA.l'JCE PROGR.PJ,i 
for 
THE. STATE. lJNIVERSITY OF UKvi YORK AT BROCKPORT 
It is reconllaended that the 
undergraduate program of dance proposed for the State 
University .of Ne1-1 York .at Brockport be. accepted without 
change •' 
The.. decision to reco:mmend 
approval of. the, pvoposed dance program results from a revie1-1 
and an evaluG:.tion that ":as undertaken in three "d"ays .' First, 
the . proposed course of study was compared to outstanding 
dance .. programs curl"ently being taught_ at institutions of 
higher education throughout the country.! Second, the. written 
course. de-scriptions included in the · proposed program \-!era 
examined and evaluated.• Third, a visit to the. State University 
of New Yorl-c at Brocl-:por.t was · taken.; 
To determine the value of the 
dance materials constituting the underlying structure or 
' foundation of the Brockport p.rogram, a comparison was ::nade 
with the. dance programs offered at the following institutions 
of higher education: 
University of California at Los Angeles 
University of Colorado at Boulder · 
University of Illinois at Urbana 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of Utah at Salt Lake City 
University of lii'sconsin at Madison 
,  
·t 
\ 
STATE NIV ERSITY OF NEW YORK 
THURLOW TERRACE · · , . · 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 
12201 
Dr. Allan A. Kuusisto 
Assistant Commiss · oner for .Hig'1er Education 
The University oi the ···a· "' of He\V Yor1:: 
The State Education Department 
.Albany. New York 12224 
Dear Dr. Kuusisto: 
April 29. 1988 
Enclosed are copies of a liberal arts curriculum 
with a major in dance to be offered by the State University 
College at Brockport. 
This program has the approval of State University 
and Brockport expects to offe r it beginning in the fall 
semester of 1968. It is anticipated that this will be part of 
the review made at the time of the next registration visit 
to the College. 
Sincerely. 
Harry W. Porter 
Provost 
Enclosures / 
be: President B r own/ · 
Dr. Frost 
Dr. Spence 
.. 
. . 
~ . J.; . 
"' 
~· 
The above nruned 1.miversities were selected since their 
Dance Departments enjoy nation-Hide recognition and the 
educational value of their dance offerings are considered 
by many educational dance authorities to be the most out-
standing in the cow."ltry . 1 
In comparing the Brockport 
program to six 1-rell esta:llllished dance. pr6grams, it was 
recognized that the proposed program could neither have. the. 
depth nor the breadth of offering which 1.rere the. result of 
years of development.! The purpose of the comparison "Has to 
determine if the Broc1cport program had a dance foundation 
which would permit expansion and growth in a manner similar 
to six of the finest educa tional dance. prograrJ.s.J To often and 
in to many , colleges and universitie s ,courses have been added 
on top of courses 1-ri thout a planned design. In many instances, 
this has resulted in a serie.s of independent offerings in 
which materials overlap or are completely unrelated.! 
To determine foundational materials, -
the course offering of the six established prograras were 
first analyzed. The. dance materials considered basic to the 
dance programs and which were believed to serve as guide lines 
for U..."lified expansion and gro1rth ·were isolated •. This proce.ss 
also was used to ascertain the .fotmdational materials of the 
Brockport program.; 
On comparing tha ti-10 lists,it was 
fo1.md that.altthough course titles and descriptive wording 
'0f' differed, the Brockport program :w-as structur:ed on a sound. 
. •. 
-1 
.. , 
' I 
! 
I • 
~· ~ · · 
' I 
-u-
.•. 
basis with materials "rhich closely resembled the foundational 
•l 
materials of the six established programs. It is believed 
that 1-rith future . planning similar to the careful planning 
evidenced in the formulation of the program that the Brockport 
program will grow and expand in a unified and continuously 
meaningful manner.! 
Satisfied that the proposed 
program rested on a strong foundation for sound educational 
growth, the1-rritten descriptions of the . proposed courses 
include.U. in the program were then revie1,red and evaluated in 
regard to their present educational value;, Each course was 
examined for its 1-mrth for the varying types of students for 
whom the program 1-ras estc;.blished. Course materials also were 
checked to determine the degree of relationship or overlap 
which existed.! 
On concluding the. examination, 
it was felt that a broad range· of dance offerings were 
included in the Broc}:port program which should meet the 
needs and interests of young men and women of college age.! 
The: materials were educationally valuable .• Two cour-ses 
included in the program ,in the estimation of this examiner, 
were particularly indicative' of the interest and concern of 
the. Dance De.partm.ent persormel to give. the students a unified 
approach to the field of dan.ce and a view of new t.orizons in 
the profession.,TTintegration of the Arts n should provide the 
.-) 
\ _ 
I 
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. . 
students with a comprehensive understanding of the relation-
·1 
. ship of dance to other art forms. ; It should assist in . 
developing and broadening their feeling for and their 
kno1-rledge of esthetics 'rrhich constitute a part of every day 
life.' '"Dance in Rehabilitation 11 should open a ne1t area of 
dance to the students 1-rho enroll in the course.: The value of 
rhythmic move1:1ent for the . atypical person has be en realized 
but not recognized or ack.11.ovrledged for many years· ' Like 
other art areas, dance only recently began to be used in an 
organized form for the benefit of this large section of the 
population.1 There is much work to be done and in offering a 
course of this type, Brockport will be. serving as a leader in 
a field Khich needs to be further explored and developed .i 
On examining the proposed course 
of study both for present and future educational meaning, 
numerous questions arose which could only be answereEl by 
talking with the faculty meBbers 1-rho had developed and would 
be teaching the progra.rn) The visit · to the University at 
Brockport provided the best a.nd the most v.:luable method 
· for. evaluating the program.! It allowed this reviewer to 
examine. the facilities and equipr.1ent for dance instruction. 
It was an opportunity to uatch teaching ·methods and techniques 
but most i~portant,it permitted this revievrer to meet the 
administrative. and d.:;).l1Ce person;:J.el of the College and to 
discuss the proposed d2..nce program Hith t:hem. ' 
.... 
From the conversations 1-ri th 
Dr .• i Brolffi and. other menbers of the administrative. staff, it 
was possible. for this revie1.,rer to formulate tHo opinions 
which answered several important question;:;.! First, it is 
very obvious that ther·e. is a splendid 11orking relationship 
bet1-reen the. Chairman of the Dance Department and the 
administration personnel ~.rhich is extremely important if a 
ne.w program is to succeed. : Second, the proposed dance program 
is the concern,effort,and interest of many persons rather than 
·.being limited to the. members of the Dance Department.-~ This too, 
. in the estimation of this revie1-rer, is of primary importance 
. if a new program is to succeed and gro"'rr . i 
Viel-ring the facilities and space 
f1iiii' 
~-- which~ available. at Brockport for teaching dance classes,it 
was recognized as in all other inst:Ltutions of higher education 
that ideal teaching stations were in the planning rather than the 
operational stage _.·i .At the present time, however, it would seem 
that sufficient space is available. for teaching the courses 
included. in the proposetl program ·vithout beig.g detrimental 
to the dance . activities currently ·being offered._: 
The. opportunity to meet the m.embers 
of the Dance Department and to talk l<ii th them concerning the 
ne.\1 prograra was the most important part of the evaluative process.' 
It is generally accepted that a progra.lJl can only be as good as 
the instruction that is given and skill, kno-wledge and interest· 
~ are the three primary tools of a good teacher.! Gurrently the 
-
staff of the . Brockport D~"lce Department is £~11 and the .need 
for additional qualified personnel to fully satisfy the needs 
J • 
- ~ .. 
, . 
the needs of the proposed program are. recognized. However, 
even though they are fm·r in number, the educational and 
especially the experience backgr·ol.md.s of the present members 
of theDepartment are more than adequate to initiate the 
pr.ogram.l Their enthusiasm conceTning the ne.w dance program 
appears sli1cere and I believe it will be of great value in 
the planning and . presentation of course materials that -vrill 
meet the inter~sts and neeGs of the students enrolled in the 
classes •' 
Summarizing the findinc;s of the 
evaluation made of the p~oposed undergraduate dance prograM 
for the: State. University of NeH York at Brockport, it is 
believed that: 
1.' The. program is structured on a sound educational 
foundation lrhich ilill permit gro11th and expansion 
in an integrated and educationally meanful mannex. 
r 
The· pro1~osed courses and the materials of the courses 
are sufficiently broad enough in scope. to meet the 
interests and the needs of the students ';-lhO 1-rill be 
participating in the program 
Tho. courses included in the proposed prcgr2.!!l a.nd 
the philosophy underlying the program are directed 
tmvard the goals established by the State University 
of New York for liberal arts colleges. 
The dc..nce facili.ties c..nd equipment curr·ently ar.e 
adeq_uate to satisfy the instructional needs of the 
. proposed program.. ' 
:he attitudes and enthusiasm of both adninistrative 
and danccjpersonnel are excellent for the successful 
growth and development of the prop~$ed progr~un. ·. · 
Repor.t submitted by 
~~\'~~~ (Ei:r) r1ildred C. Spllisman 
,Associate Professor of Health and Physical 
Edu~ation 
Q\.:tDun.:.: Col .v, :~ '-·, l•' ;~ 1.1 ~~ i.l. ~i. t'JF.~ 1 H ~·.r Y-Qr:,~-:. 
To: Dr. Harold Rakov 
J)At"iCE DEPJ\R'l~ill~7 
State U~iversity College 
Brockport, Neu York 14420 
Date: October 24, 1968 
From: Rose L. Strasser 
Chairman 
Dance Department 
Subject: Graduate Catalog Copy 
Nature of the CoJ?X 
1~ FacultY: .. 
Rose L. Strasser, Associate Professor, Chairman 
Richard Castner, Associate Professor 
Daniel Nagrin, VisitinG Associate ~rofessor 
James A. Payton, Associate ~rofessor 
Irma P,ylyshenko, Instructor 
Leonard Taffs, Assistfu~t ~rofessor 
2. Department Statement 
Dance at the State University College at Brockport acquired ~~dergraduate 
departmental status in the Division of Fine Arts in Septe~ber 1967. IhtE:r 
~ the srune year the dance major program, the o~ly one in State U~ive:..~sity, T,;as 
approved. This major program aims to·provide the student ~nth sou~d, bro~den­
ing aesthetic experiences in the dance discipline ~;ithin the Liberal Art:. 
curricuium and further allo\·Ts the student depth studies in one or r•nre of t:1e 
following areas; Contemporary Forms, Social and Ethnic Fonns, Theatre Da.r1ce, 
Dance in Rehabilitation e.nd 'I"nerapy, Dance :i.n Education, History ar.cl E1.iloso::;?hy 
and Interdisciplinary Najor in the Arts-Dance for Children. 
4. 
A degree progra.'"a in dance on the grctduate level has not yet been offered. 
Such a progra.;n is in the process of beir.g p:r:epared because so r::any rer.:.ue=>~~s 
have been received for it. Ho;rever, the depart:-;~e~t does offer a~-. c.caC:e~:.ic 
concentration in dance for the cE .. ndiclate for the ~·LS. in Education. '?nis 
concentratio~ consists of t~·relve to fifteen (12-15) se....-.es"~er hours selec~;8l 
uncler advi se~ent from tne gradua'ce offerine;s of tne · de::;?ar"~rr.er/c of ..,.;:--,ic:-. 
three (3) se:nester hours is in Indepemlen'~ Stucy, a Directe-:i. ?.esea.rch ?ro"":-,1.::~·, 
.;i.n Dance. Add~d here vill also be a stn:te:.;er.t recardj_nc; the Dr.nce De;;s.:.·t~:,:::-,"c' s 
:participation in ~;hatcver .F:Lne ArJcs concer.O~ration is develo;;eC:.. 
GrB.duate Course Offerinr:;s 
..,;;.... ___ .::_..;:__. __ _;_~_;-·--~
DNS l100 Dance Production ar..d. v.rorks"hop 
Aclrninistration procedures; technique; choreocra.p~y; production :problc.s a::-,d. 
:performance of dance (inclucU.r,G costum.int;, lightin3, accor.:panirr.ent, stazc 
design, Etaee mechanicr.); presentation of notated da~ccs. 
Prercquidtc: DNS 205 or per.mi:>sion of c1ep.::::.rtr,1eT1t. 
DNS 403 A & B Dance Technique Staff 
Training in dance techniques t? improve student 1 s kinesthetic m·rareness of 
the ~ody as a perfor.ming'instrw~ent. Includes r~odern and ballet techniques. 
Placement in classes is determined by p:cevious training and skill and not by 
year in residence. Class meetz five days a '\·Teek for one and o~e half hours 
per day for 2 semesters. Credit given upon completion of both A and B se~­
esters. Open only to students who are majors, minors, or Interclisciplin:~.ry 
Major (Vdnor) in the Arts. A total of 4 credit hotrrs rr~y be earned. 
l semester hour 
DNS 411 Choreo~raphy for Theatre Payton, Nagrin. 
Principles of dance composition related to theatre presentation; applicatio~ 
of ballet, modern, jo.zz, tap, ethnic, modern musical., and ne\-l theatre C.c.:.nce 
to stage. and television. performance. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205 a:nd/or pe~ssion of departme~t 3 se~ester hours 
DNS 1~13 Dance Performance '·Torkshop Payton 
Basic training in dance including theories and techniques of movement; U3C of 
space, rhythm, dynamics, body design and gesture; improvisation and elements 
of and experiences in indivldua1 and group dance conlposition, correlation 
betw·een rhytr..rn and dynrun:i.cs in music; improvising clance acco~pan:i.rr.cnt; evalua-
tion 1)rocedures; production and performance problc;;ls including costurrJ.ng, 
lighting, accompo.niment, stage dcsir;n, stage mechanics, etc. A culmination 
of this "rorkshop "Till result in a student performance. 
3 or 6 semester hours 
DNS 414 Dance III 
A continuing study of da.nce \Tlth emphasis on in~~e[f.cation and synthesis of 
previ.ous.da.nce courses' a.}?plication to advanced for;ns of individual and. e;::cou:p 
dance composition e.nd evc:iluCl.tion. 
Prerequisite: DNS 205 3 semester bou::cs 
DNS 1~18 Survey of Dance . 
• •• Evolution of dance frorc.. primitive times to the present; music and its rela tio~-
~hip to dunce; the develo;>::-.ent of preclassic and classic C.co.nce for;;'..s; anci. 
future directions in the donee. 
3 se~ester nou=s 
~ I 
?';>- . 
.. 
DNS 421 Advanced Dance Notation Payton 
Advanced notation material; reconstructing sections of dances fro:n film and · 
danpe sources; notating advanced student choreography. 
Prercquisi te: mrs 321 3 semester hours 
DNS 1~32 Folk Dances and Ethnic Origins Castner, Strasser 
Development of folk dance from earliest to modern times; interpretation and 
appreciation of peoples' origins, characteristics, customs and traditions 
through folk art, folk da..'1ce and folklore; participation in re:presentati ve 
folk dances. (For students vnth little or no e~erience in this area.) 
3 semester ho~s 
DNS 1~51 Accompaniment for Dance Payton, Taffs 
Establishi'llcnt of satisfacto17 '\'rorking relationships betvrecn instructor and 
accompanist; various musical media sui table for teaching ra.ove:-~.ent tec'h:-J.q_ues; 
use of perc us si on for self acco:;r.pa.n5.men t; use of limited percussion eq,uip:-.1ent; 
experiences in accompanying classes. 
Prerequisite: DNS 308. Can be taken concw.rently '\'nth 
DNS 308 vnth per.m:i.ssion of department. 
DNS 1~81 Teaching Techniques of the Dance 
3 semester hotiTs 
Stro.sser, I. P,Jlysher_ 
P.reparntion of classroom teachers "''rl th necessary knm·rledgc to p:covlc1e co:,r):ce-
hensivc ·dcmce exper1.cnces for students th:cou~h the introduction to "'lihe meaning 
and areas of dance; teaching techniques, skills, aids to teaching; the skills 
of rhythm and the use of rh.y-'..:.hm in dance accompaniment. 
3 semester hours 
DNS 1~82 Dance in Reha.pili tation Castner · 
Planned use of dance to aiel. in the p'hysicaJ. ·and psychic inte.;ration o-: the: 
individual; the tools to achieve these e~ds in the cn.~~ecories of e:x:prec.sive 
movement, interpersonal interaction n.~d i:-;.proved p'hysicc-.1 coo:cc:ina~~ion . 
. ' .. 
Prerequisite: DNS 2o!+ and/or permission of O.er,art~tlent 3 se~ester ho~s 
DNS 1}99 Inclepc~dcnt Study i~ Dance Castner, Payton, Strasser, I. YJlyshe 
Arra.l1gcd in consul tv!~io~ 1-ri th the p:::-ofcssor-sponsor and in accordance vd. t:1 tr.e 
proccd\rres of Independent Study prior to reeistration. 
3 ser.-.ester hours 
' . 
0. 
DNS 511 History of Dance II Staff 
Dance trends in the t,ventieth·century; their relationship to older cultures 
and forms of dance to social patterns of the present; approaches, styles, 
·and contributions of leading dance personalities of the.twenti~th century • 
. . 3 semester hours 
DNS 513 Philosophy of Dance Staff 
A study of the major philosophical influences on dance as reflected in the 
history of dance from the primitive to the prese~t. 
3 semester hours 
DNS 515 Dance Expressions in Selected Cultures Castner 
Dance as a social and cultural experience in the life of r.1an. 
3 semester hours 
DNS 521 Critical Approaches to TI1eatre Dance Payton 
An analysis of significant approaches to theatre dance and standards and 
struct~·cs of critical evaluatio~. 
3 semester hours 
DNS 551 Dance Music Composition Taffs 
Special problems in the a.rt of corr.posine music for dance; analysis of 
historical and modc1·n dance for;ns; a:p:plicatio~ of appropriate compositio::-,al 
styles to choreographic needs; analysis of contemporary structure and 
rhythmic modulation; use· of conte,"":",:po:cary and avant-garde techniques. 
3 semester ho~·s 
DNS 561 Dance Criticism Sta.ff 
(Catalogue dcscript:i.on to be subrd tted.) .• -!'t' 
3 ser.-.estc:c iwurs 
DNS 583 Advanced Studies in .De>.r.ce Edt:cation Staff 
Concepts rclnting to the dcvelop:r.ent of creativity £•.nd artistic intec;.d.J.:;y 
in dance. 
3 semeste:t" hours 
/ ;-
1 
DNS 599 Independent Study Staff 
Arranged in consultation with the professor-sponsor and in acco:cdance vri.th 
the ·procedures of Independent Study prior to registration. 
3 semester hours 
. ~·· 
TO: All Major and Minor Students 
FROM: Rose L. Strasser, Chairman 
Dance Department 
October 9, 1969 
The faculty of the Dance Department would like to inform you that the 
following proposal regarding credit for Dance Technique has been approved 
by Dr. Burke, Dean for Undergradua.te Af-fairs and will be implemented into 
the Dance curriculum. beginning September, 1970. 
Each of t~e. following courses will now receive 1 hour afcredit. They are: 
DNS 103 A 
DNS 203 A 
DNS 303' A 
DNS 403 A 
1 credit hour 
1 credit hour 
l credit hour 
1 credit hour 
DNS 103 B 
DNS 203 B 
DNS 303 B 
DNS 403 B 
1 credit hour 
1 credit hour 
l credit hour 
l credit hour 
With this change in credit, the total requirement will be changed from 
3 to 6 hours tn completion of the Major and Minor and. that further, only 
3 of these mtr be credited within the 30 required hour& f'0r the major 
and within the 18 hours required for the minor. 
DE>llCe Department 
State Ur..i vel~ si ty College at Brockport 
Undergraduate ~ce Course Offerings 
Revised July 7, 1CJ70 
Old No. New No. Course Title Credit 
DNS 103-lo4 Dance Technique 2 & 2 
(105~ DNS 115 Introduction to Dance 3 (1~ DNS 172 Fundamentals of Rhythm and Dance 1 
DNS 203-2o4 Dance Technique 2 & 2 
DNS 205 Dance I 3 (257) DNS 246-247 Dance Workshop 1&1 
DNS 252 Music for Dance 3 (116~ DNS 262 Cross-Cultural Survey of Dance 3 (255 DNS 257 Elective-Instructional Contemporary Dance 0 
DNS 303-3o4 Dance Technique 2 & 2 (2o6) DNS 305 Dance II 3 
DNS 3(J7 Elements of Movement Notation 3 
DNS 3ll Pagentry and Dance in Ca.D\Ps 3 
DNS 312 Historical. Dance Forms and Backgrounds of American 3 
Theatre Dance 
DNS 313 Dance Movement in Theatre 3 
DNS 321 Intermediate Dance Notation 3 
DNS 331 Survey of Ethnic Dance 3 
7' (233~ DNS 333 Introduction to Ballet 3 
p33 DNS 334 Intermediate Ballet 3 2Y.l DNS 335 Social Forms 3 (261 DNS 336 Survey of Contemporary Dance I (Jazz) 3 
p62 DNS 338 Survey of Contemporary Dance III (Tap) 2 310~ DNS 340 Dance Performance Workshop 3 or 6 ~305 DNS 341 Contemporary Dance Composition 1 - 3 257) DNS 346-347 Dance Workshop 1&1 
DNS 351 Eurhythmics 3 (3o6) DNS 361 Trends in Contemporary Dance Composition 1 - 2 
(121-122)DNS 363-364 Integration of the Arts 3 & 3 
(201) DNS 371 Folk and Square Dance 1 
DNS 381 Dance Methods and Materials for Teaching 3 
DNS 382 Children' s Theatre Dance 3 (281) DNS 386 Theory and Practice of Dance in Recreation 3 
DNS 399 Independent Study in Dance 1 - 3 
DNS 400 Dance Production and Workshop 3 
DNS 403-4o4 Dance Technique 2 & 2 
DNS 4<X5 History and Development of Dance 3 (308) DNS 408 Music Resources for Dance 3 
DNS 4ll Choreography for Theatre 3 
DNS 421 Advanced Dance Notation 3 
~414) DNS 424 Dance Repertory and Literature I 2 
424) DNS 425 Dance Repertory and Literature II 2 
----
(434) DNS 426 Dance Repertory and Literature III 2 
\ 
(462) 
(4l0l (405 
(257 
DN 
(301) 
(401! (1+02 
(420 
. -2-
DNS 4 32 Folk Dances and Ethnic Origins 
DNS 433 Advanced Ballet I 
DNS 434 (new) Advanced Ballet II 
DNS 4 36 Survey of Contemporary Dance 
DNS 440 Dance Performance Workshop 
DNS 441 Contemporary Dance Composition 
DNS 446-447 Dance Workshop 
DNS 450 Dance Accompaniment Workshop 
DNS 451 Accompaniment for Dance I 
DNS 452 (new) Accompaniment for Dance II 
DNS 453 (new) Accompaniment for Dance III 
DNS 471 Modern Dance 
DNS 474 Social Dance 
DNS 4 76 Children's Dance 
DNS 480 Workshop in Teaching Dance for the Educationally 
DNS 481 
DNS 482 
DNS 499 
Disadvantaged 
Teaching Techniques of the Dance 
Dance in Rehabilitation 
Independent Study 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 or 6 
1 - 3 
1&1 
6 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
6 
3 
3 
1 - 3 
Course Number 
DNS 501 
DNS 503 - 5o4 
DNS 5(]'( 
DNS 522 
DNS 523 
DNS 524 
DNS 531 
DNS 541 
DNS 544 
DNS 551 
DNS 556 
DNS 561 
DNS 562 
DNS 563 
DNS 564 
DNS 565 
DNS 566 
DNS 568 
DNS 583 
DNS 599 
Dance Department 
State University College at Brockport 
Graduate Dance Course Offerings 
Revised July 7, 1970 
Course Title 
Master's Presentation or Thesis 
Advanced Dance Technique 
Dance Research Teclmiques and Bibliography 
Notation: Effort and Shape 
Notation: Motive Writing 
Notation for Group Works 
Dance Expressions in Selected Cultures 
Design for Dance · 
Advanced Contemporary Dance Camposi tion 
Dance Music Composition 
Research in Music Accompaniment 
Critical. Approaches to Theatre Dance 
Dance Criticism. 
Philosophy of Dance 
Dance Aesthetics 
History of Dance II 
Trends in Twentieth Century Dance 
Readings in Dance Literature 
Advanced Studies in Dance Education 
Independent study in Dance 
Credit 
6 
2&2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 - 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
I 
i\ 
---
Focus of Program. 
Proposal For Use Of · Dance 
In A College/CODUmmi ty Cooperative 
Center Program 
Dance has long been recognized as an art form which contributes greatly to personal 
satisfaction and growth. The participant may experience broad physical development 
ranging from. f'undamentsl movement skills to a highly proficient movement technique. 
Because children, and therefore a large proportion of today's adults often have not 
developed basic movement skills, dance classes on the appropriate level, provide a 
very satisfying avenue of necessary growth and development. Research now shows that 
physical growth and development play a highly significant role in reading, readiness 
and general preparation :for learning experiences in school. Dance, as a physical 
expression of the self, is especially appropriate :for children with low verbal communi-
cation skill ability. Dance offers opportunity for social development as individuals 
work together in small and large groups. Dance contributes to the opportunities :for 
integrated learning experiences when it is combined with materials in social studies, 
. language arts, music and the other Fine Arts. It eJ.so can provide experiences using 
various ethnic materials, contributing to the individual's greater awareness in his 
own and other.s • backgrounds. 
Because participants of all ages enjoy and benef'i t from experiences in dance, 
this program will provide classes for those o:f pre-kindergarten age through adults. 
While the program as a whole is a developmental one, this aspect is especia.l.l.y stressed 
in tbe activities for 4-6 ye~ olds. 
Some specific means of accomplishing the goals of t'be program are presented bere. 
They are geared l) to the student 2) to the teacher 3) to adults 4) to aides. 
Pre-kindergarten: 
--Dance specialist will work in cooperation with ~nsors of existing and :for 
proposed pre-kindergarten classes, expecially "Head Start" or other specially 
funded programs. 
--Dance specialist will organize and teach basic creative dance classes for pre-
kindergarten children, to be }?.eld in school, church, recreation or other 
community facilities available. 
Elementary School: 
--Dance specialist will teach whole classes, or groups, during the school day in 
whatever space is available (gym, playroom, etc.). 
--Dance specialist will work with children in the classrooms, especially with 
movement materials related to social studies, language arts. · 
--Dance specialist will teach dance units to physical education classes, assisted 
by the physical education teacher. 
--Dance speciaiist will teach master {single) classes, or short dance units, within 
the physical education schedule. · 1 
--Dance specialist will teach in after-school program, probabl.l once a week per 
school. 
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It is hoped that work in the area of dance will be closely tied to the other 
Fine Arts, with musical instruments, costumes and dance props designed and 
made by the children for their dances. 
JUnior High School and Secondary School: 
--Dance Specialist will teach same students from physical education classes in 
whatever space is available in school (simultaneOUs to physical education 
classes). 
--Dance ~ecialist will teach dance unit to physical education classes, assisted 
by physical education teacher(s). 
--Dance specialist will teach master classes or short dance units within the 
physical education schedule. 
--Dance speaiali.st will teach in after-school programs, probably once a week 
per school. After-school classes might involve children from more than one 
school, depending on student's interests and abilities. 
Teacher Education: 
--Specific course for students, teachers and other interested people in the city 
area to enroll in a dance appreciation course on an upper division and graduate 
basis. The number and catalog description are as follows: 
DNS 462 Survey of Contemporary Dance IV 
This course is designed to expand the background of the student to 
make him more knowledgeable in the dance discipline and to aid him to under-
stand, appreciate and utilize dance in the school curriculum. 
3 semester hours 
--Workshops will be offered for early elementary, classroom, physical education 
and other interested teachers from one school or several schools meeting together. 
--Material presented will include movement and dance ideas, available resources, 
suggestions for use within various situations and integrated with the other Fine 
Arts. 
--Workshops may be during and/or after school, evenings, or weekends, for one 
session or an extended period. 
--Teachers may wish to meet on a regular basis to obta.in weekly lesson suggestions 
and evaluate the sessions they conduct. 
--Teachers, when possible, will observe and assist when dance specialist teachea .. 
in their schools. 
Aid Program.: 
--High school and/or college students and/or adults in the community (hopetully 
~ts) will be encouraged to assist dance specialist. They may be paid for 
their services (if fUnds are available) or they may volunteer. They may even-
tually be able to take teaching responsibilities themselves •. The program may 
encourage the pursuit of a dance or dance teaching career. 
Adult Dance Program: 
--Classes will be held during the day or evenings, depending on space available 
and the schedules of participants. They may be held in school, church, recrea-
tion center, or other community 'buildings. i 
r-=....- --Emphasis, again, is on the needs of the participants, with projected growth in 
skill level (and body awareness), understanding of the self and others througb. 
dance actiwities, and familiarity with dance as a Fine Art. 
I. 
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~ojected Results 
--To pravido through dance acthrity, a constructive non-verbal outlet for people to 
express or communicate their f'eeling3, frustrations, ideals, satisfactions and 
dissatisfactions with their immediate environments and the world at large. 
--The wider devel.opment within the camnn:m.ity of interest, knowledge, and appreciation 
of dance as an art form, through personal experience. 
--A continuing desire for participation in dance classes, and stimulated interest in 
dance and other Fine Arts events in the community. 
--Dancers and/or dance teachers developing becnuse of experiences in dance. 
--complete program of dance developed in the public schools coordinated w.:l. th the cammmi ty 
and the department of' dance at SUNY Brockport. 
--An individualized program of classes otf'erred for a:u ages at a range of Bld.U J.evels, 
trom learning of basic skills and remediation, to advanced cJ.asses tor talented students. 
~ 
I . 
. -
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BROCKPORT /state university of new york 
~ / brockport, new york 14420 
Department of Dance January 14, lCJ70 
A request for the approval of the B.S. 
degree for dance major candidates at the 
State University College at Brockport 
The Dance Department of the State University College at Brockport proposes 
that students majoring in dance be pe~tted to become candidates for the B.S. 
degree, as well as the B.A. degree. 
To complete the B.S. degree, the requirements of the dance major would be 
the same as for the B.A. degree program. The onl.y difference would be as 
follows: 
1. a minimwn of 75 credit hours of straight Liberal Arts courses must be 
earned in place of the 90 credit hours required for the B.A. program. 
2. there would be no foreign language requirement. 
Dance majors are now permitted to become candidates for the B.S. degree if 
they are pursuing a teacher certification program. This proposal would extend 
the same pri viledge to those students not enrolled in the teacher certification 
programs. 
xc: Dr. Gordon Allen 
Dr. Armand Burke 
Dr. Ian Henderson 
10.-~f.h~ 
Rose L. Strasser 
Chairman 
Dance Department 
. •f? 
·- Dr. Charles M. Evans 
Assistant to the University Dean. 
State University of New .. York 
Thurlolv Terrace · 
.Albany J New York 12201 . 
Dear Dr •. Evans: 
88-29 - l9"/ St . 
·- Hollis:, N.Y. 
11426 
March 14Jl968 
ThaW\: you very much for sending ra.e. the 
materials conqerning the proposed undergraduate. dance 
program· for the College .at Brockport •. 
. I. have had the opportunity to examine. the. 
course of study l--Thich has been submitted .and to revie·;.; it 
"' in in relation to dance programs offered at similar type 
colleg·e~ . • L noH· would like .. to visit the. College and meet the 
,.persons who are . interested in developing the program.· 
. I .mn very f amiliar with the pressure of classes, 
mee.tings,and the numerous other activities that make demands 
on faculty time ·• 1'herefore, I would prefer to have Dl~. Bro..,..r.a 
·and the members of the physical education staff determine 
· the. time. of my visit. · I will be delighted to go at any time 
that it is convenient for them.l 
I. will fly to Rochester via United or . .American 
air lines. No one here. is able to tell ma about transportation 
• • A • · from ... the airport to Brockport but I- am sure that I - will 
· ' , find some.. means of getting there .• 
· Thank you for taking care of this matter.! 
, ' . . . . . p · f' Sincerel;, . 
. . /1{.' . pJ '·. . , ~&;,_~ \) ~M'H c;..._ . yfJ ~ (Dt-.) Hil~·t>e~ c. Spiesman . , 
... 
. ' · .. ' 
,.. ' '. 
• I ,' 
"· 
-· 
-----
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
THURLOW TERRACE 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12201 
Dr. MUdred C. Spieaman 
88-29 197 Street 
Hollie. New York 11423 
Dear Dr. Sptesman: 
May 2. 1988 
Thank you for your prompt reply to my recent 
letter. I have arranpd for a cheek to be issued to you 
in the amount of $150 which wUl reimburse your expenses 
and settle your eonsultin& fee. I telephoned Miss Strasser 
to inform her that your travel expenses would be an obli-
gation of this offlee rather than the Colleae. She told me 
the amount of your air line ticket. and we have arranaed 
to issue the check in a round number. 
A gain. may I thank you for your competent 
assistance. Your advice has been of benefit both to the 
College and to this office. 
CME:d 
ee: M.taa Strasser v 
Cordially. 
Cbarlea M. Evans 
Assistant to the 
University Dean 
----~ -- ----------
.~· STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BROCKPORT /state university of new york 
/ brockport, new york 14420 
Dr. Mildred C. Spiesman 
88-29 197th Street 
Hollis, New York 11423 
Dear Dr. Spiesman: 
April 26, 1968 
Thank you for your thoughtful and sensitive letter of 
April 23. I enjoyed for both personal and professional reasons 
our talk and hope that it will be possible that our paths cross 
again. 
With you, we feel that the able personnel in Dance have 
moved well at Brockport. With an improvement of facilities and 
the completion of more of the plans already conceptualized, we 
hope our contribution will be great in the years ahead. En-
couragement and guidance from recognized leaders like you do 
much to sustain and further our efforts. Thank you for being 
with us. 
AWB:ds 
ce: Miss Strasser 
Dictated by Dr. Brown but signed 
in his absence by his secretary. 
Cordially, 
' .... l 
/ 1 / I .Lf) cLVL/ tC-~ 
Albert W. Brown 
President 
-Dance Department 
M.S. in Education 
Elementary Education 
A. Professional Sequence - 12 semester hours 
PSH 583 - Advanced Studies in Human Development 
EDU 501 - Social Backgrounds o:f' Education 
EDU 502 - Seminar in Curriculum Development 
EDU 503 - Seminar in Evaluation 
B. Academic Concentration (Dance) - 12 or 15 semester hours 
DNS 501 - Bibliography and Research in Dance Seminar 
DNS 4o6 - History and Development o:f' Dance 
or 
DNS 511 - History o:f' Dance II 
DNS 583 - Advanced Studies in Dance Education 
DNS 599 - Independent Study in Dance 
3 semester hours by advisement 
C. Electives - 5 semester hours 
By advisement 
NOTE: At least 12 semester hours o:f' dance courses must be on the 
500 level. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
... 
I. Required 
12-15 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
Dance Department 
M.S. in Education 
Physical Education (Dance Concentration) 
Core Area. 
PHE 512 
PHE 517 
PHE 518 
PHE 515 
EDU 591 
Seminar in Foundations of Physical Education 
Curriculum Design in HPE 
Measurement and Evaluation in HP.E 
Problem Solving Approach to HP.E 
or 
Seminar in Research 
II. Professional Elective Area or Area of Professional Concentration 
2-12 semester hours Core Area 
3 semester hours PHE 410 
3 semester hours PHE 411 
3 semester hours PHEW 414 
3 semester hours PHE 415 
3 semester hours DNS 4o6 
DNS 511 
3 semester hours HLE 514 
3 semester hours PHE 521 
3 semester hours PHE 531 
3 semester hours PHE 532 
3 semester hours PHE 533 
3 semester hours PHE 534 
3 semester hours PHE 599 
Area of Professional Concentration: 
A. Required - 3 semester hours 
Administration and Evaluation of a Fitness Program 
Psychology of Coaching 
Coaching of Women's Sports . 
Current Trends in GirlS': Physical Education 
History and Development of Dance 
. or 
History of Dance II 
Mind-Body Relationships in Health Education 
Supervision in Health and Physical Education 
Physical Education and Recreation for Mentally and 
Perceptually Handicapped 
Physical Education and Recreation for Physically 
Handicapped 
Physical Education and Recreation for Emotionally 
and Disadvantaged Disturbed 
Practicum and Seminar in Special Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Independent Study in Physical Education 
or 
Adapted Physical Education and Recreation (9-15 hours 
PHE 534 Seminar and Practioum in Special Physical Education and Recreation 
I 
B. Electives from Area of Professional Concentration (6-12 hours) 
PHE 531 Physical Education and Recreation for the Mentally and Perceptually 
Handicapped 
PHE 532 Physical Education and Recreation for the Physically Handicapped 
P.HE 533 Physical Education and Recreation for the Disadvantaged and Emotionally 
Disturbed 
PHE 599 Independent Study in Physical Education 
C. Electives from the Professional Elective Area ( 0-6) hours) 
.m. Cognate Area 6-9 semester hours by advisement 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
DNS 400 
D1~ 432 
DNS 481 
DNS 513 
DNS 515 
DNS 583 
Dance Production Workshop 
Folk Dances and Ethnic Origins 
Teaching Techniques of Dance 
Philosophy of Dance 
Dance Expressions in Selected Cultures 
Advanced Studies in Dance Education 
__ L_ __ 
\ 
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BROCKPORT /state university of new york 
,...._ / brockport, new york 14420 
I 
Department of Dance 
GRADUATE FACU.L'i'Y .l97U - 7.1 
Richard N. Bu.l.l (.1970) 
Chairman, Department of Dance 
B.A., Wayne titate University; L.A., ~ew York University 
Ph.D. candidate; New York University 
Nancy Deckard (.1969) 
Part time Instructor of Dance; Dancer - Brockport Proi'essional Dance Company 
B.~.A., The Ohio State University 
Richard .L. Castner (.1969) 
Associate Professor of Dance 
A.B., Darmouth Co.l.lege; 
Ph.D. Candidate, Indiana University 
Santo Giglio (l97U) 
Part time Instructor oi' Dance; Dancer - Brockport Pro1'essiona.l Dance Company 
R.A.i University of Southern.Louisiana" 1 N.a., Onivers1ty o Ca~fl-orn1a a~ LOs Ange es 
Daniel Nagrin (.1967) 
Visiting Associate Professor of Dance 
B.s.; College of the City of .New York 
James A. Paytmn (1969) 
Associate Pro1'essor of Dance; Directorof Brockport Professional Dance Company 
B.A., Bennington College; l~.A., The OD.io State University 
Susannah N. Payton (1969) 
Instructor of Dance; Dancer - Brockport Professional Dance Company 
B.S. Ed., H.A. Candidate, The Ohio State University 
Irma Pylyshenko (196~) 
Instructor of Dance 
B.A., Wayne State University 
M:s., Candidate State University College, Brockport 
\v .. Leonard Tal·fs (19oo) 
Assistant Professor oi' Dance; husic Director - Brockport Professiona.l Dance Co. 
B,H., Acadia University; E.A., Bennington College 
Nancy HoOd.rufi' (1970) 
Part time Instructor oi' Dance; Dancer - Brockport Pro1'essional Dance Company 
B.S.J H.A., The Ohio State University 
S 562 Dance Criticism Bull 
Emphasis on analysis of dance to improve individual judgements and levels of 
porting in evaluation and criticiism of dance performances. 
ternate Fall Semesters 3 semester hours 
Trends in Twentieth Century Dance NagrinJ Staff 
Analysis of twentieth century concepts and points of view and possible future 
rections of dance. 
ternate Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
568 Readings in Dance Literature 
Readings in the literature of dance to be selected under the guidance of the 
ourse professor. 
ternate Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
ms 583 Advanced Studies in Dance Education I. Pylyshenko 
Concepts relating to the development of creativity and artistic integrity in 
~ance. 
Uternate Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
~NS 599 Independent Study in Dance 
Arranged in consultation with professor-sponsor prior to registration. Approval 
?f Department Chairman is required. For matriculated students only. 
1 to 3 semester hours 
~S 601 Master's Presentation or Thesis Bull, Castnen, J. Payton, s. Payton 
Pylyshenko, Taffs 
An original work of significant dimensions culminating the student's graduate 
~udy; may be either a comprehensive thesis in appropriate specialized research or 
a superior level of creative project. 
mvery Semester 6 semester hours 
DEPARTMENT OF DANCE 
GRADUATE CATALOG lC.flO -71 
:HAIRMAN: Richard N. Bull 
.SSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Bull, Castner, J. Payton 
r:ISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Na.grin 
~SSISTANT PROFESSOR: Taffs 
[nstructors: Deckard, Giglio, s. Payton, I. PYlyshenko, Woodruff 
The Dance Department now offers an academic concentration in dance as a part of 
the course of study leading to the Master of Science in Education (Elementary Education). 
The pattern for this concentration is as follows: 
A. Professional Sequence - 12 semester hours 
PSH 583- Advanced Studies in Human Development 
EDU 501 Social Backgrounds of Education 
EDU 502 Seminar in Curriculum Development 
EDU 503 Seminar in Evaluation 
B. Academic Concentration (dance) - l2 or 15 semester hours 
DNS 5C!7 
DNS 4o6 
Dance Research Techniques and Bibliography 
History and Development of Dance 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
or 
History of Dance II DNS5ll 
DNS 583 
DNS 599 
DNS 
Advanced Studies in Education 
Independent Study in Dance 
Elective by advisement 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
C. Electives - 5 to 8 semester hours 
By advisement 
Note: at least l2 semester hours of dance courses must be on the 500 or above level 
upon being accepted for matriculation in the Master of Science Degree Program in 
Education with a. dance concentration, the graduate student will be assigned an advisor study 
J from the graduate dance faculty who will assist the student to work out a proposed pattern.of A 
When an agreed upon program becomes specified, the student will be considered as a fo~Al 
candidate for the M.S. in Education with a. dance concentration. 
A ?~aster of Arts (M.A.) degree in Dance has been developed by the Dance Department, 
and has been submitted for approval. If approved, this degree progre.rn. probably will 
not be ready for implementation until 1971-72. The M.A. Degree in Dance proposal is 
as follows: 
I 
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THE HASTER OF ARTS IN DANCE 
This degree program is designed for students who have already completed an under-· 
:ate major in dance. In certain special instances where students without an 
·graduate major in dance seek candidacy, they may be admitted provided that they 
take to remedy deficiencies. 
ADMISSION 
Entrance to candidacy for the Master of Arts degree in Dance must be made by 
cation for matriculation to the Chairman of the Dance Department. For admission 
pplicant must: 
1. present an undergraduate major in dance equal to the current dance major, 
with a grade point average of B in the major area, or 
2. present equivalent preparation vrith a strong dance concentration with a 
a grade point average of B in dance concentration, or 
3. successfUlly audition before a committee composed of the graduate faculty 
members of the Dance Department. 
4. must have taken the Graduate Record Examination. 
t1ATRI CULATIOIT 
Matriculation will be subject to the approval of the graduate faculty committee. 
rs other than the above to be considered will include appropriate record examina·-
scores and evidence of creative ability and/or scholarly research acti·nty 
nts expecting to obtain a graduate degree must fulfill all matriculation require·-
before they complete 9 hours of credit. 
ADVISEMENT 
~fter the graduate student has met other requirements and then formally requested 
~~ce +.o degree candidacy, he will be assigned an advisor from the graduate 
_j to develop a proposed pattern of study. When a specific program is agreed 
~he annlicant will be considered to have completed the requirements for matricu ·· 
1. The-advisor will be chosen on the basis of his ability to guide the student 
Ligently in light of the latter's background, interests and professional objec 
GRADUATE PROGRAM 
~ minimum of thirty semester hours at the graduate level in dance will be 
~ed of e~ch student. Each student will be required to: 
L. complete successfUlly DNS 507--Dance Research Techniques and Bibliography 
(3 semester hours) 
!. complete successfully DNS 601-Master's Presentation or Thesis 
~. pass a comprehensive examination designed to demonstrate competency in the 
student's particular area of specialization. 
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~e preceding requirements are to be incorporated into each of the following 
Lin ;'tracks'1 or courses of study enumerated herewith. All students will be 
•ed to complete one of the following • 'tracks · · 
A. 24 semester hours distributed among: 
1. 6 hours minimum in dance research, history, theory, philosophy at the 
5oo or 6oo level. 
2. £ hours minimum in approved 500 and 600 level courses in dance. 
3. 9 hours selected from upper division 400 and graduate 500 or 600 
courses in conjunction with the student's advisor and in line with 
the student's principal area of interest. 
4. ~hours of electives in dance. 
B. 6 semester hours for a research···oriented thesis of significant dimensions, 
one copy of which, typed on age-resistant paper, is to be filed in the 
Dance Department archives. 
C. Pass the comprehensive examination. 
D. Areas of specialization are to include: 
History, theory, philosophy 
Education and curriculum design 
Therapy 
Soc.ia.l Forms 
Notation 
Husic for Dance 
Dance for minorities and/or the disadvantaged 
A. 24 semester hours distributed among: 
1. 6 hours minimum in research, history, theory, philosophy at the 
5oo or 600 level 
2. 6 hours minimum in approved 500 and 600 level courses 
3. 9 hours selected from upper division 4oo and graduate 500 or 600 
courses in conjunction with the student's advisor and in line with 
the student's principal area of interest 
4. 1 hours of electives in dance. 
B. 6 semester hours for a choreographic or similar project of significant 
proportions created by and performed under the direction of the candidate, 
with a comprehensive record of the completed project filed in acceptable 
form in the Dance Depart~ent archives. 
C. Pass the comprehensive examination. 
D. Areas of specialization are to include: 
Choreography and production 
Music composition for dance 
Children's dance performance 
CATl!.LOG DESCRIPTimrs 
0 Dance Production and Workshop J. Payton 
lllinistration procedures; technique; choreography; production problems and per~ 
ce of dance (including costuming, lighting, accompaniment, stage design, stage 
Lcs); presentation of notated dances. 
1uisite: DNS 206 or permission of department) 
1d Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
! DNS 404 Dance Technique Nagrin~ J. Payton, S. Payton 
uning in dance technique to improve awareness of the body as a performing 
~nt. Includes modern and ballet techniques. Placement in class is determined 
1ous training and skill and not by year in residence. Class meets five days 
Required of major, minor students. 
d Spring Semesters and Summer 1 semester hour 
Contemporary Dance Composition J. Payton, S. Peyton 
elements and processes of dance composition and practice in individual and 
~mposition and evaluation. 
Llisite: Dance Technique and DNS 206 or equivalent or permission of department; 
i Summer Semesters 1 to 3 semester hours 
History and Development of Dance Castner 
;ory of dance as a cultural medium, with special attention to its development 
~rn civilization. Topics include the role of dance in prehistoric and classi-
:ures, its importance to various levels of society in medieval and renaissance 
.ts evolution during recent centuries, with emphasis on the theories of move-
~loped from the beginning of theatrical dance onwards, the influence of 
(Oriental, Indian, African) forms; and personalities of dance in the 20th 
isite: Permission of instructor) 
~ster 3 semester hours 
Dance Performance Workshop Nagrin, J. Payton 
c training in dance including theories and techniques of movement; use of 
1ythm, dynamics, body design and gesture; improvisation and elements of and 
:es in individual and group dance compositions; correlation between rhythm 
ucs in music; improvising dance accompaniment~ evaluation procedures; 
>n and performance problems including costuming~ lighting, accompaniment, 
1ign, stage mechanics, etc. A culmination will be a student dance perform-
,e given during Summer Art Festival. 
tssion 3 or 6 semester hours 
I 
DNS 411 Choreography for Theatre Nagrin, J. Payton 
Principles of dance composition related to theatre presentation~ application of 
ballet, modern, jazz, tap,. ethnic, modern musical, and ne,., theatre dance to stage 
and television performance. 
(Prerequisite: ·mm 205 and/or permission Of department) 
Alternate Spring and Slli~er Semesters 3 semester hours 
DNS 414 Dance Repertory and Literature I S. Payton 
Reconstruction and study of style from notated score of simpler solo or group 
worlts. 
(Prerequisite: Advanced technical standing or permission of instructor.) 
Fall Semester 2 semester hours 
DNS 420 \vorkshop in Teaching Dance for the Educationally Disadvantaged Guest 
This 1vorkshop is designed to prepare those enrolled -.:d th the necessary knowledge, 
skills, techniques and methods of working in danee 'fith the educationally disad-
vantaged. Class time will be spent in seminar and participation in suitable dance 
activity. Laboratory observation of act.ual teaching demonstrations and directed 
participation with children and adults will be provided. 
Summer Session 6 semester hours 
*DNS 421 Advanced Dance Notation 
Advanced notation material: reconstructing sections of dance from film and dance 
sources: notating advanced student choreography. 
,. (Prerequisite: DNS 321) 
Offered alternate fall seMesters 3 semester hours 
*Can be taken at the Dance Notation Bureau, New York City 
DNS 424 Dance Repertory and Literature II S. Payton 
Reconstruction and study of style and notated works: study of directorial tech 
niques. 
(Prerequisite: Advanced technical standing or pemission of instructor.) 
Spring Semester 2 semester hours 
Folk Dances an0 Ethnic Origins Castner 
Development of folk dance from earliest to nodern times· interpretation and 
·appreciation of peo~les' origins, characteristics, customs and traditions through 
folk art; folk dance and folklore; participation in representative folk dances. 
·(For students vrith little or no experience in this area.) 
ternate Fall Semesters 3 semester hours 
Dance Repertory a~d Literature III S. Peyton 
.es of style, compositional techniques and movement voc·abulary in choreogra .. 
, of resident artists • 
. site: Participation by audition) 
~ster 2 semester hours 
Dance Accompaniment Workshop Taffs, Guest 
workshop is designed to prepare professionallY employed dance a~companists, 
.ers, musicians and dancers interested in learning dance accompaniment w1 th 
sary techniques , knowledge and skill in dance accompaniment. 
ssion 6 semester hours 
Accompaniment for Dance Taffe 
lishment of satisfactory working relationships between instructor and accom~ . 
various musical media suitable for teaching movement techniques; use of 
n for self accompaniment; use of limited percussion equipment; experiences 
anying classes. 
site: DNS 308 Can be taken concurrentlY vri th DJ'.TS 308 w1 th permission of 
t.) 
Spring Semesters 
reaching Techniques of the Dance 
A Elementary Emphasis 
B Secondary Emphasis 
3 semester hours 
I. Pylyshenko 
ration of classroom teachers with necessary knowledge to pzovide comprehen-
e experiences for student through the introduction to the meaning and areas 
teaching techniques, skills, aids to teaching; the skills of rhythm and the 
rthm in dance accompaniment. 
nester 3 semester hours 
~ce in Rehabilitation Castner 
ed use of dance to aid in the physical and psychic integration of the 
L; the tools to achieve these ends in the categories of expressive movemen+, 
~al interaction and improved physical coordination. 
site: DNS 205 and/or permission of department) 
nester 3 semester hours 
[ndependent Study in Dance 
~ed in consultation with the professor-sponsor and in accordance with the 
B of Independent Study prior to registation. 
3 semester hours 
I. 
~ DNS ·504 Advanced Dance Techniq_ue 
I 
~ning in dance technique to improve awareness 
~nt. Includes modern and ballet techniques. 
~d of dance majors and minors. 
~d Spring Semesters e.nd Summer 
: Advanced Contemporary Dance Composition 
S. Payton 
of the body as a performing 
Class meets 5 days a week. 
1 semester hour each 
~nts and processes of d~~ce composition in individual and group composition 
luation. 
Uisite: Dance Technique and mrs 405) 
and Summer Semesters 1 to 3 semester hours 
Dance Research Techniques and Bibliography (choreology) Castner 
~aches to the study of dance and related arts; training in research techniques 
~aphy~ location, analysis, organization and evaluation of all varieties of 
l materials. 
tester 3 semester hours 
History of Dance II Castner 
e trends in the twentieth century, the relationships of older cultures and 
· dance to social patterns of the present:. ap:proaches, styles, and contribu-
leading dance personalities of the twentieth century. 
e Fall Semesters 3 semester hours 
Philosophy of Dance Hagrin 
~dy of the major philosophical influences on dance as reflected in the history 
from the primitive to the present. 
~Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
Dance Aesthetics Uagrin 
leal analysis of aesthetic concepts related to dance. 
t Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
Notation: Effort and Share 
t of the components of human effort and shape. in the realr.l of art and educa · 
~ ts uses in various dance areas as notation. therapy, psycholcr;y, psycho-
~ce education and anthropology. 
ance 1Jotation Bureau, ~Tel-r York City 3 semester ho.urs 
23 Notation: Motive Writing 
continuation of the study of effort and shape to include the newer developments 
ti ve writing. 
at Dance Notation Bureau, New York City 3 semester hours 
524 Notation for Group Works 
Advanced study in the writing of entire scores for group works choreographed by 
ting artists or faculty to become permanent repertor,y. 
requisite: Advanced Notation} 
Dance Notation Bureau, New York City 3 semester hours 
531 Dance Expressions in Selected Cultures Staff 
Dance as a social and cultural experience in the life of man. 
mate Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
541 Design for Dance Staff 
Advanced study in the three areas of design for dance: settings, costuming, 
ting. 
requisite: DNS 400) 
3 semester hours 
S 551 Dan e Music Composition Taffs 
Special problems in the art of composing music for dance; analysis of historical 
d modern dance forms; appli .ation of appropriate compositional styles to choreo-
aphic needs; analysis of contemporar,y structure and rhythmic modulation; use of 
temporary and avant-garde techniques. 
ternate Spring Semesters 3 semester hours 
556 Research in Dance Accompaniment Taffs 
Examination of various means of accompaniment for dance from simple percussion, 
chamber ensembles, to more extended instrumental accompaniment, with particular 
~.uo~:~is on exploiting variable uses of the pi.ano. 
3 semester hours 
561 Critical Approaches to Theatre Dance J. Payton 
An analysis of significant approaches to theatre dance and standards and structures 
critical evaluation. 
Spring and Summer Sessions 3 semester hours 
~~~' 
'i'O: PliES IDENT ALm;;n: H. mw,, t( ' , 
FROM: · THE FACULl'Y SENATE ~1eeting on H.ay 4, 1970 
(Date) 
RE: XX I. Formal resolution (Act of Determination) 
II. Recommendation. (Urging the fitness of) 
III. Other (~~otice, Request, Report, etc.) 
SUBJECT: M.A. in Dance 
Dr. Ful~agar moved, seconded by Dr. Conrad, to accept the M.A~ in Dance 
. \ 
as presented. 
Motion carried unanimously. 
(see documents in folder) 
Signed 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TO: 
FROM: 
~~: RE: 
rr, :en. 
THE FACULTY SENATE 
PRES I DENT Al.B:ERT W. l3ROWN 
I • DE~IS)OJ'£. Ali!? ACTION TAKEN ON FOHMAL RESOI.JJ..TI.Q.li 
....,::". 
t{::J)Acccpted. Effective Date. _______________ _ 
'.I b. D(>fm:red for discussion with the Faculty Senate on._ _____ _ 
c. llnaccaptable for tho reasons contail1Cd in the attacbed explanation 
n. l{L"!cd.ved and acknowledged 
b. Comment: 
DISl'lt:O:HJTION: V lee-Presidents: /i://eq1 Ccl ,,..., f:.Li"MJ;<aw:o'-L-----------------
Ot:hers. as identified: 76v.'l"tc..e • ((II\ ko\1, GeV\Vl&~.w"i+\0 )l'J+e..f'\Je...-~"'-1 
1 
• ~"'"lf'\).s.~ev-, '?Q,~c."le> W4ti~ · · 
DiotJ:ibut:ion Date :_· ___ ._s_u~_N_"1_~ _1_u_ro _____ 0) ~~< 
_/,/.( .L~>..GL_.J- Ji ... (J'-...__··---· 
Signed: __ ~~r_L~--~--~~-,~~~~--------­
President of the College 
Date Received by the Senate;, ____________ _ 
. • . 
DANCE DEP ART1'1ENT 
MAJOR and MINOR Requirements 
PROPOSED DANCE IYJ.AJOR - 30 hours 
19-21 hoY!s Required* 
DNS 104 History and Theory 
DNS 204 Dance I 
DNS 205 Dance II 
DNS 207 Dance Notation 
DNS 208 Music Resources 
DNS 399 or 4'9 Independent Study 
DNS 400 Dance Production and 
Workshop 
9-11 hours by advisement 
(at least 6 hours in upper 
division courses) 
DANCE MINOR - 18 hours 
9 hours 
DNS 204 
rns 233 
DNS 207 
DNS 400 
6 hours 
DNS 205 
DNS 231 
DNS 281 
DNS 282 
DNS 312 
DNS 331 
DNS 402 
from:* 
Dance I 
Introduction to Ballet 
Dance Notation 
Dance Production and 
Workshop 
from:* 
Dance II 
Intermediate Notation 
Theory and Practice rf 
Dance in Recreation 
Children's Dance 
Theatre 
Historical Dance Forms 
and Background of 
American Theatre Dance 
Survey of Ethnic Dance 
Dance in Rehabilitation 
3 hours from Electives 
DNS 399 or 499 (by advisement) 
* Students m~ be exempt from required courseB through proficiency exams. 
Other courses may be substituted. 
/ 
Dance - ita place in the· Administrative Structure of the 
State On,iversity College at Brockport, N.Y. 
·- . ~ LJ~- t.A....v- A~. ~ ~ ~I A.~.:;,...... ~1 
~ To tully understand the placement of dance in the administrative structure of the State 
~ '.~versit7 College at Brockport, N.Y., I teel that I must give a background ot the College 
r,. ..i. Dance there. Brockport is one ot the thirteen Liberal Arts Colleges which along with 
two higher diviaica universities and several specialized programs make up the b~ ot 
State Universit7. I 
;,.. \CO~(, 
When I joined the faculty at Brockport, it was a State Teachers College preparing Elea-
ently School teachers and was in the second year ot a !!!!! dual u.jor in Health &: Physical 
Ed.ueatian. I was hired to teach all the dance courses required 1n this prograa. 'lbese 
consisted ot: Funda~~entals ot .Rhyt.bJI& and Dance 
Folk and Square Dance 
Tap Dance 
Social Dance (Ballrooa Dance) 
Modern Dance 
After awhile, ::: was able to aake ehmges in the classes and scheduling to Met the needs 
of our H. &: P.E. gradue.tea and their future students. Cla.ases bee ... ached:alecl in blocka ot 
two hours, pronding tiM tor wana ups, in depth study · -, creative aDd experiaental work. 
Folk &: Square ancl Social dance beeame coeducational; tap was eliminatecl and replaced by a 
class in Creative Dance tor Children. Ctljectivea were to learn the subject ~~atter, hov to 
use it in the teaching process and teaching experiences were given as no dance Jlethods and 
•teriala course was incllXled. 
u .. _.ln~o~ .. ~~~ovide dance opportunities for the General Elementary Education students 
.-1 ~~~i aa e • '& P .E. majors, several dance clubs came into existance. <Zle ot these 
., .... ~ the Modem Dance Club which collobrated with the Music Departlllent 1n presenting the 
~ .. ,rly Christau Vespers and otlaer prograas; with the Theatre Club in their performances • 
in addition to preaentil'lg their OWJJ. concerts once· or twice yearly. They put on progrBllliS, 
led workshops 1n neighboring school• , clubs etc. The Social, Folk &: Square Clubs presented 
yearly Folk Festivals, performed at area achoola , hospitals, club meetings etc. 
Our many talented students helped to give dance an excellent reputation on campus and 
in the area. Our philosophy waa to otter the best 1n;ctance for all students, those enrolled 
in dence classes, dance clubs and those who were the alXlience. 
To realize this aim tor the audience, the Student-Faculty Association cooperated to 
finance and sponsorA'~ams, residencies and concerts in d ntt of the major dance artist.! 
and eo=p&."lies. Among those appearing at Brockport were: the Graham Ccmpa.'flY (as early .as 
194?), Jose Liaon Co., Merce Cunni.ngh8lll, Alwin Nikolais, Murray Louis. Charles Weidman, 
Pearl Pri.Jlus, the Joffre7 Ballet, Alvin Ailey, American Bal.let Theatre, Yur±ko-,---Don-Redl:i.c.li 
Bob Cohan, Paul San-au.J'do, Gua---SolQJI!lCRs, Duquesne Tamburitizans, Twila Tharp and zumry othe: 
By request, courses were developed tor electives 1n the grsduate progrem. Among those. 
moat trequentl7 taught were: Survey of Dance 
I History and Development of Dance 
Folk Dance and Ethnic Origins 
In 1960, the Board of Regents of State University changed the structure or the eleven 
existing State Teachers Colleges. They all became Colleges of Liberal Arts. As a result 
tha B.A. and B.S. degrees 1n Uberal Arts were authorized in addition to the B.S. in Educa· I-,. 
"'.,-
'. 1, Dance at Brockport he~ an excellent reputation. Dance programs always had standing 
.. oJoa audiences. This was evidently COIIIDlunicated to the new president when be arrived in 
October 1965. Shortly afterward, be requested meetings with the faculties of the Divisions 
and Depart11enta to discuss their programs and disciplines. During the P.E. meetings, we 1:: 
the opportunity to talk about dance en campus. Not long afterward, he invj.ted a represen• 
ative of art, mu.sic, theatre and dance to meet with h1Dl. He proposed a college restructur! 
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f include a Division of Fine Arts with Departments of 'theatre and Dance, .Art and Music. ,e~the,tre representative and I expressed the opinion that it would be wiser to have 
~arate departments of theatre and dance with equal status with art and mwsic in a Fine ( j7s Division. We also stated our reasons for this separation. 
2 
,. t'",. 
/ Several weeks later, the president called a meeting of all adlllinistra~~.r~.!J and department 
. · representatives. At this he presented his college restructuring plan~ Ill 'iii& he had a 
DivisiCI'l of Fine Arts with Departments of Ati• Dance, Music and Theatre. "~~s restructuring 
was accepted by the College Council and the Regents of State University-.A'fiiice became an 
official Dep~.rtment in the college in 1966 with tle responsibUit:r of providing all dance 
on c us senin P .E. Recreation Theatre the Altemate Colle e the Rochester Cam us 
and whereve eecled · 
. ~ a.....u ~ 4t!'A4~ 
Tbe dance department faculty- then set to work to write a proposal for a minor in dence. 
While doing so, we decided we might as well prepare a proposal for a ujor and an M.A. 1n 
dance at the same time. By- that time the faculty had increased to • and two accompanists. 
Prelimin&r,J proposals for a major and minor were presented to the Faculty Senate Committee 
1n Feb. 1967, revised 1n June 196? and the B.A. degree was approved in Albany in April 1968 
atter a visit from a dance specialist __io ~valuate the~:p~ograiJ,Ja.cU~ties etc. Thus the 
State University College at Brockport~ the first;rapprov~~e~jQr in State Unive,rsit, 
'!'he M.A. degree proposal was accepted by- the faculty senate 1n May- 19?0, signed by the 
President and forwarded to State University- in Albany. 
other degree programs approved in May 1970 and currently- offered are: an M.S. in Ed. 
in both Element&ry" Education and Physical Education with dance concentrations; an Inter• 
disciplinary Academic Major and Minor in the Arts for Children with a dance, music or theat. 
~phasiSt(and the Use of Dance in a College/Community Cooperative Center Prograa.) 
~~ . 
~ The original proposal for the K.A. Degree in Dance already approved by State Univer-
o1ty is being revised ~J'!I!~t-teii~ .... IJ2.a,e- ~~over, 210 dance majors; the stat! and fac:! 
including a full theatr~V.giida.y~. e Dance Club publishea a bi-weekJ.Jr Chor• 
bulletin, the only one 1"'4lt1Cled by the Student-Faculty Associati<m in the College. There ar• 
also from :300 - SOO students who take non - major c.lasses each semester. 
'I • J 
S<3ldra Fraleigh, the current chairperson of the department has written the following 
present phUosoph7 of the Dance Department. I quote: "I believe that we serve a large 
undergraduate major through providing a prograa with options. The student may elect to 
emphasize choreographic and performar1ce aspects of dance supported by classes in productic 
work, or may emphasize teaching or scholastic areu such as history and dance esthetics. ~ 
~· r.i-.4.. c;J..4.. 1-1,...,. ~· ~;u.. '!$ ....... ·~.~ .. h. ~,... 't ~ ..L. t-t. 4.--......a.t~,. 
a
, The broad liberal arts curriculum inclUdes a base of required courses including rigo: 
. technique classes in modem dance and ballet, composition, production, social fo:rma, anat 
; and physiology, kinesiology, music for dance. Electives are offered in such areas as dan 
\ therapy, tap dance, jasz, African and Afro-Carribean dance, theatre dance, effort-shape t 
- In all courses, the liberal arts concept ot educating , through the intrinsic values 
f dance are held. Common teaching goals of the faculty include increasing skill in teet 
nique, increasing the<eatb.etic~4l:ille•ioa• of the students• dance and movement awareness, 
creasing b~-mind confidence and integration through dance." End of quote. 
Before I left Brockport in October after being asked to serve on this panel, I canv 
a number of people regarding the success of the department and the dance major - the an~ 
,..--~es an overwhebrl.ng ";yes" from the president, other administrators, faculty and students 
~·~period where stringent economies are being followed 1n Brockport as in most colleges, 
~ lance department has not lost faculty positions and was able to make replacements far: f~ 
on leave or not retuming. New programs are being proposed and implemented su~h as the 
disciplinary African Studies major in relation with the University of Ghanao '. Dr. Opek1 
world famous tor teaching of African drumming and dance from th~e University of Ghana, i 
currently chairing the African Studies Department at Brockport!-) 
1 
R 
Early in its existance, the Dance Department at Brockport was awarded the first two~ 
nsecutive grants from State University , Committee tor the Arts to conduct two dance 
apo~~or students in th~e colleges of New York State. We were awarded the first grant 
:o a~slcfent dance artist.4 Daniel Nagrin chosen tor this award remained on the faculty 
ror S years. Brockport has also hosted the State University of New York Dance Festivals 
.... 
I several times. ; 
-:1 
Our graduates have been accepted into prestigeous graduate programs. Our first two 
dance major graduates became successful faculty members in dance at the University of 
Maryland upon graduation. Since then many have bec0111e teaching faculty at various colleges, 
s011e are working in private studios, others in dance related areas, some are dancing with 
professional companies, SOlie made it big in Broadway shows. Wayne Cielento is one of these. 
I should like to conclude with a quote from an unsolicited article in the Feb. 1, 1979 Ls 
Choreobulletin (the Dance Club Bulletin), written by a student who is in her last semester 
at Brockport. It is titled " A Satifying Search". She mentions that she had attended '• 
Cleveland State tor J semesters &tore coaing io Brockport, her reasons for choosing Brockport,-
this is what she has written. I quote -"Brockport emerged the school with the :raost well-
rounded progrem with offerings in every phase of the art of dance which interested me. I feel 
this progr811l is the best in the Midwest. I am very fortunate to have found Brockport. Here, 
I'll allowed the treed011 to discOYer dance in every aspect, be it technique and pertol"Jil8llce, 
=horeography, therapy, history-ethnology, production, tolk and ethnic forms or music. No one 
:lance area occupies the position ot "NUDI8ro Uno" in importance here and this non-pressure 
attitude is the philosophical crux of the liberal arts education concept, which I value 
so highly. No Brockport is not the answer to every dancer, but tor those like me, who wish 
......_develop a dance Jd.nd, body and soul, Brockport has the potential for nuturing all of 
.ese." Unquote. eel 
\.... 
~ 
~~~r~~~> 
~~· 
This is the speech Rose Strasser gave before the 
American Dance Association in ~ew Orleans. March Jj]9 
on the subjects of Dance in higher education, and 
the history and success of the Dance program at 
Brockport as part of Fine Arts. 
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